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3 
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xii 
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o standard state 
radical 
# activated complex 
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INTRODUCTION 
Energy is considered to be one of the most important and es­
sential ingredients of the economy of an advanced society. People 
have inherent desire to improve their standard of living, which is 
directly proportional to the consumption of energy. Hence, the demand 
for more energy is growing. At this present rate of consumption, it 
has been predicted that a major energy deficit is inevitable towards 
the end of this century. To meet these tremendous energy needs, many 
resources will be pressed into service: coal, nuclear, geothermal, 
solar, wind, and fossil fuels. Among these coal and nuclear energy 
sources may be used primarily to generate electricity, whereas other 
fossil fuels will serve for heating and transportation needs. But, 
the world contains a limited amount of fossil fuels. They are being 
depleted at a faster rate to meet the present day energy needs. In the 
coming years, fossil fuel reserves will be too valuable as feedstocks 
for chemical production. It will be unwise then to burn fossil fuel 
for its energy contents. In addition to this problem of depletion of 
fossil fuel reserves, people in the modern world want to live in a 
cleaner environment, which fossil fuel cannot provide adequately. 
Today, many engineers and scientists believe that hydrogen is a poten­
tial "universal fuel" for the future, capable of supplying most of the 
needs currently filled by natural gas and other fossil fuels. More­
over, hydrogen will be relatively cheap, abundant, and clean (13, 17, 
21, 32, 43, 62, 64, 86, 88). 
In the recent years the concept of a "Hydrogen Economy" has been 
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introduced (32, 44, 62). The use of hydrogen plays an important role 
in our present economy and has the potential to play a major role in 
the future. The major problems involved in using hydrogen as a common 
fuel are storage and transportation. Storage is possible as a gas under 
pressure, or as a cryogenic liquid or as a metal hydride (44, 54). 
In previous studies, it has been concluded that hydrogen will be more 
economical than electricity under conditions of long distance distribu­
tion (66). Other researchers also have studied this aspect extensively 
(15, 32, 42, 62, 80). 
In many ways hydrogen is virtually an ideal fuel. When burned in 
air, the only possible pollutant is a low concentration of nitrogen 
oxides derived from air itself. However, it has been reported that the 
exhaust from an internal combustion engine running on the hydrogen-air 
system contained 220 ppm of HgOg (45). It can be used for supersonic 
airplanes (61), for ordinary boilers and for household appliances 
(44). Burned with pure oxygen, the only product is water (HgO) , and 
there is no pollutant at all; and therefore, is attractive for produc­
tion of electricity from fuel cells (83). Other important applica­
tions of hydrogen are for the production of synthetic ammonia and for 
fertilizers, and for the production of steel by reduction of iron ore 
(60, 64, 65, 76). 
In the past as well as in the present the main source of hydrogen 
has been natural gas and liquid hydrocarbons (84). But this source is 
not our primary interest because the reserves are diminishing rapidly. 
The other source of hydrogen is water, which is inexhaustible and 
abundant. Hydrogen can be produced by decomposing water, but a 
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considerable amount of primary energy is required for its decomposi­
tion. The decomposition of water can be effected by: (i) electrolysis, 
(ii) direct thermal decomposition, (iii) chemical reaction, and 
(iv) thermochemical cycles. The advantages and disadvantages of these 
processes with respect to production of hydrogen by thermochemical 
cycles are discussed in the following paragraphs as the interest of 
this work lies in this process. 
Electrolysis 
The production of hydrogen by electrolysis of water has been 
known since the 19th century. Significant improvements in efficiency 
and equipment design have been achieved In recent years. However, the 
process is quite expensive when the existing technology and present 
cost of electricity are used (82). It is well-known that the ef­
ficiency of conversion of electricity to hydrogen and oxygen is as 
high as 80% (86). But the conversion of heat to electricity is less 
than 40%; thus, making the overall efficiency of heat to hydrogen less 
than 32% (4). It cannot be ruled out that modern technology for 
generation of electricity and process of electrolysis may result in 
Improved efficiencies to make this aspect of hydrogen production from 
water comparable on the basis of economics (10). Also, electrolysis of 
sea water for production of hydrogen has been studied as a feasible 
source and the problems involved are formation of Insoluble deposits on 
and near the cathode, and the addition of dissolved free chlorine with 
its effect on ocean life (87). 
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Direct Thermal Cracking 
Water may be decomposed directly by raising it to high temperatures. 
The theoretical equilibrium conversion of water to oxygen and hydrogen 
is very low. Chao and Cox (19) have reported that equilibrium yields 
increase with increasing temperature. Also, a lower operating pressure 
favors increased conversion. They have reported that direct thermal 
splitting of water may be impractical for a variety of reasons. A high 
temperature energy source is presently unavailable and a material prob­
lem has been encountered in obtaining separation. Present studies 
indicate that high temperature is possible with the use of solar , 
concentrators, but in practice it is not suitable at reasonable cost 
(4). 
Chemical Reaction 
In the past, the reaction, C + ZHgO = CO^  + ZHg, has been used 
to generate hydrogen. The element C, which is abundant in coal, is 
the primary raw material. This process is receiving renewed attention 
(81). This is an endothermic reaction, and necessary heat to drive this 
reaction can be acquired by use of nuclear reactors. Then burning of 
coal will be the primary source of pollution. With stricter pollution 
control and with the rising cost of fossil fuels, this open cycle 
process will have some disadvantages compared to closed-cycle thermo-
chemical processes. 
Thermochemical Closed-Cycle Processes 
In the last decade, the thermochemical water decomposition by closed 
cycle processes has received increasing attention. In a thermochemical 
process, thermal energy is transferred into chemical energy. The cycle 
consists of a series of chemical reactions and these reactions are 
operated at different temperatures. The cycle results in production of 
hydrogen and oxygen from water with no net consumption of other chemical 
species. For this reason and for the following reasons, this process 
has become very attractive (4, 19); 
No major technological breakthroughs are needed to get a 
feasible chemical process. 
An infinite supply of raw material (water) is available. 
Heat required for the process can readily be obtained either 
from nuclear reactors or from solar concentrators. 
A temperature in the range of 500-1000°C is required for the 
decomposition of water by means of thermochemical cycles. Solar 
collectors are understood to produce tempratures as high as 600-700°C. 
However, this temperature range can be raised substantially with capital 
investment, but this might make the process noncompetitive. The High 
Temperature Gas (cooled) Reactor (HTGR) may be the most appropriate and 
a possible economical source of energy for thermochemical cycles (5, 
73, 75). 
It is reasonable to expect that thermochemical cycles will become 
a practical means for production of hydrogen from water in view of cur­
rent and future shortages of fossil fuels and also in view of current 
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development of nuclear and solar energy sources. 
Several closed-cycle thermochemlcal processes have been reported 
in the literature (2, 11, 17, 34, 57). A good review of development of 
thermochemlcal cycles and a table containing 72 such cycles have been 
published by Bamberger and Richardson (4). Many thermochemical closed-
cycles have been based on the chemistry of halide compounds. Calcium 
bromide at 7300C was used by De Benl in one of the cycles and he named 
his process as "Mark 1" (25, 26). Hardy used iron chlorides in his 
process (46), and also several variations of "Mark 1" have been pre­
sented (25). In their report, Abraham and Schreiner (1) have proposed 
a novel thermochemical cycle to produce hydrogen and oxygen from 
water. They used the process of oxidation of lithium nitrite by iodine 
at 300°K in aqueous solution. A good number of thermochemical 
processes have been built around the reaction of chlorine gas and water 
to form hydrogen chloride and oxygen. The opposite reaction is known 
as the Deacon reaction and was in use for chlorine manufacture. By 
increasing the temperature, the equilibrium can be shifted to hydrogen 
chloride and oxygen production. The reverse Deacon reaction proceeds 
with a 60% conversion of water at 730°C and 50% conversion at 620°C, 
at atmospheric pressure (19). 
The chemical reactions involved in the closed-cycle process can 
be classified Into three essential functions: (i) water binding, 
(11) product recovery, and (ill) reagent generations. A single 
reaction step, namely the reverse Deacon reaction, i.e. 
CI2 Cg) + HgO (g) ;=± 2HC1 (g) + ^  0% (g) 
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can perform two of the above three functions. Water binding is com­
bined with the oxygen (product) recovery step in the reverse Deacon 
reaction. Therefore, it has been a very attractive first step for many 
water decomposition processes. In the following closed-cycle process, 
the importance of the reverse Deacon reaction is well-understood (18, 
57): 
Clg + HgO -> 2HC1 + ^  Og IOOQOK 
2FeCl2 + 2HC1 -* 2FeCl2 + Hg 
2FeCl2 -» 2FeCl2 + 01^  
Net reaction: H^ O -> 0^  
A large number of such thermochemical cycles are believed to be possible 
from a scientific standpoint, but it is not yet clear which cycles offer 
the best economic potential. S cane of the experimentally valid cycles 
that are identified have been described by Bowmann (12) . A partial 
list of these cycles is given in Appendix A. 
The thermodynamics of thermochemical cycles have been described by 
Funk (33), Knoche (58), and Kerns (55). Several other authors 
have reported systematic and computerized techniques for seeking 
thermochemical cycles that would be thermodynamically sound (34, 35, 
56, 59, 86). A comprehensive and critical bibliography on these and 
on other aspects of the hydrogen economy has been published by Cox (22). 
Although the thermodynamics of the reverse Deacon reaction have been 
studied extensively and are well-known, the kinetics of the reaction 
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have not been studied thoroughly. The purpose of this work is to 
determine the kinetic parameters of the reaction. When such a rate 
expression is known, it will be quite helpful for a comparative evalua­
tion of the closed-cycle thermochemical water-splitting processes. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The oxidation of hydrogen chloride with air was in practice as 
early as 1845. Deacon (23) in 1865 made this operation a continuous one 
by rearranging the reactions, and his process has been of commercial 
interest for manufacture of chlorine (62, 77). The development of the 
electrolytic caustic-chlorine cell eliminated the Deacon process as a 
source of commercial chlorine. But the reverse process has attracted 
renewed attention in recent years because its potential for use in 
thermochemical cycles for production of hydrogen from water. 
Falckenstein (31) concluded that the reaction, 4HC1 + 0^  ^  2CI2 + 
25^ 0, is equally balanced at temperatures of about 6OOOC. At tempera­
tures below 600°C, the reaction proceeding to the right predominates 
and the equilibrium becomes more favorable to the formation of chlorine 
by oxidation of hydrogen chloride as in the Deacon process. On the 
other hand, at temperatures above 600°C, the equilibrium favors the 
formation of hydrogen chloride by the reaction of chlorine and water 
vapor. Falckenstein also discussed the equilibrium constants for both 
the Deacon and reverse Deacon processes. Johnstone (52) published 
the free energy data for the Deacon reaction. Also, free energy and 
1 1 heat of reaction data for - + — Cl^  = HCl, are available (39). 
Arnold and Kobe (3) in their pioneer work suggested the following 
equation for the Deacon process to calculate the equilibrium constant: 
In Kg = 5881.7 _ 0.93035 In T + (1.3704 x lO'^ T 
- (1.7581 X 10"®)T^  - 4.1744 (1) 
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The equilibrium constants calculated from the spectroscopic data, as 
done by Gordon and Barnes (41), compare favorably with the accepted 
experimental value. Kobe also studied the effects of temperature, 
pressure, impurities, and ratio of reactants on equilibrium. In a recent 
study van Dijk and Schreiner (85) have discussed the process function 
and economics of the Kel-Chlor process, in which waste hydrochloric acid 
is used for manufacture of chlorine. The effects of catalysts in the 
process of oxidative recovery of chlorine from hydrochloric acid have 
been studied by Engel, et al. (29). They have suggested improvements 
in the Deacon process for manufacture of chlorine. 
Funk, et al. (36) in their research work described an evaluation 
procedure to determine the thermodynamic properties inside the process 
for multistep thermochemical water decomposition processes. This informa­
tion can be used to study the effect of operating temperature, approach 
to equilibrium in the chemical reaction, and thermal regeneration on 
thermochemical cycles. Pangborn and Sharer (69) have concluded that 
accurate thermodynamic data are required for each step for complete 
evaluation of a thermochemical cycle along with acceptable experimental 
chemical conversion and kinetic data. 
As a part of an overall project of chlorination of methane using 
air and HCl, Parthasarathy (70) determined the rate for the Deacon 
process as a function of conversion. Jones (53) wrote his Ph.D. 
dissertation on the kinetics of oxidation of hydrogen chloride. He 
used a batch differential reactor for his investigation. He concluded 
that chromia-alumina catalysts gave good results, a high reaction 
rate was obtained with the catalyst with the higher percentage of 
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chromic acid. He proposed an empirical expression and the rate 
constants were evaluated from his experimental data. Three tempera­
tures used were: 598, 613 and 628°K. He also studied the reverse 
Deacon reaction at 628 and 6430K, but his experiments were based on 
the heterogeneous catalytic reaction. 
There have been many patents issued regarding the use of 
catalysts and operating conditions for the Deacon process (24). 
Hirschkind (49) used a reducing agent, namely carbon, with water and 
chlorine for manufacture of oxygen to make the process commercially 
possible. He found that under the best conditions, the exit gas 
leaving the furnace at 900°C contained 73.5% of HCl, 19% of COg, and 
3% of CO. Peters claimed a process for quantitative conversion of 
chlorine into hydrochloric acid by reacting it with coke and steam 
at temperatures between the boiling point of water and red heat (72). 
A U.S. patent was granted to Paulus (71) who claimed a simultaneous 
production of hydrochloric acid and carbon monoxide according to the 
following reaction: 
C + Gig + HgO = 2HC1 + CO 
Gibbs showed that the reaction between carbon, chlorine, and steam 
could be carried out producing hydrochloric acid and carbon dioxide 
(40). He suggested a temperature range from 0°C to 130°C. Barstow 
and Heath (6) in their invention discussed the synthetic formation of 
hydrochloric acid by reaction of chlorine and water vapor at an 
elevated temperature. They have a patent for equi-molal proportions of 
chlorine and steam reacted at 1000-1600°C in the substantial absence of 
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reducing substances. Apparatus and various details of their operation 
are described in their publications. Reference (20) also discusses 
running the experimental reaction without a reducing agent, Ohkawa (68) 
has a patent to use ultraviolet light to make the dissolved chlorine 
react with water to form hydrochloric acid. Patents issued for reaction 
of HgO and Cl^  in the presence of a reducing agent are listed in 
reference (74). 
A catalyst containing 20% of MgO, 25% of MgCl^ , and 25% of CaO 
was used by Shelud'ko (78) to obtain a 97% yield of HCl for the reverse 
Deacon reaction at 900°C. Survey of past research work shows that 
the reverse Deacon reaction is a possible way to react water with 
chlorine to produce oxygen and hydrogen chloride. Yeh (89) worked 
on preliminary kinetics of high-temperature reaction of chlorine and 
water. He used a single pass and a five pass reactor at atmospheric 
pressure and two temperatures; 900 and 950°K. He found measured con­
versions were always less than 50% of the equilibrium conversion; and 
therefore, neglected the effect of the reverse reaction. He studied 12 
rate expressions by integral approach and recommended the following two 
for the forward reaction of the reverse Deacon reaction: 
- 'ci, . k 
(2) - 'ci, . k 
He also suggested to study many more rate expressions along with these 
two rate expressions: 
I OH, 
'TO 
ofH^ TO 
Z^ 
X - (t7) 
I OH, 
'10 
°V"o 
J -  (e) 
E% 
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THEORY 
In a tubular flow reactor the feed enters one end of the cylindrical 
tube and the product leaves at the other end as shown in Figure 1. A 
mole balance on species j, at any instant in time t, will yield the 
following equation: 
rate of flow 
of j into 
the system 
(moles/time) 
rate of generation 
of j by chemical 
reaction within 
the time 
(moles/time) 
rate of flow 
of j out of 
the system 
(moles/time) 
rate of accumulation of 
species j within the 
system 
(moles/time) 
(2)  
The reactor normally operates at steady state except at the start-up 
and the shut down operations. Therefore, the right-hand side of the 
above equation is essentially zero at steady state conditions. In 
symbols Equation (2) can be written as: 
F. +1 r.dV - F. = 0 
JO f 3 3 Jv 
(3) 
The properties of the feed and product for the reactor are constant 
with respect to time, but the properties of the flowing stream may vary 
from point-to-point. The assumptions made are: 
(1) no mixing in the axial direction (i.e., in the direction of 
flow). 
(2) complete mixing in the radial direction. 
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R(Y) g Fj(Y+AY) Fj EXIT 
OR Fjf 
Y Y+AY 
Fj INLET 
OR Fjo 
Cj : 
F| : 
Xj = 
VI : 
CONCENTRATION OF j (moles/volume) 
MOLAL FLOW RATE OF i (moles/time) 
FRACTION OF j CONVERTED INTO PRODUCT 
VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF j (VOLUME/TIME) 
Figure 1. Tubular flow reactor 
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(3) a uniform velocity profile across the radius. 
The absence of longitudinal mixing makes this reactor a special type 
of tubular flow reactor. The assumptions meet the criteria of the 
plug flow reactor. The validity of these assumptions will depend on the 
geometry of the reactor and the flow conditions. In the next section 
we have discussed the deviations from the ideal conditions and in 
subsequent sections it has been established on analysis of residence 
time distribution (RTD) that there is no significant longitudinal 
mixing in the existing reactor. 
Design Equation of Plug Flow Reactor 
The reactor in Figure 1 is conceptually divided into a number of 
subvolumes 6V, to develop the design equation. The rate of reaction 
in each of these subvolumes may be considered spatially uniform. Let 
us consider a subvolume AV, located at a distance y from the entrance 
of the reactor. Let Fj(y) be the molar flow rate of species j into the 
volume AV at y, and Fj(y + Ay) be the molar rate of j out of the volume 
AV at point y + Ay. The mole balance equation for steady state opera­
tion can be written as; 
Fj(y) - Fj(y + Ay) + r^  AV = 0 (4) 
The subvolume AV, can be written as a product of cross-sectional area 
A of the reactor and the element reactor length; Then, 
Fj(y) - Fj(y + Ay) + r^ AyA = 0 (5) 
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Dividing through Equation (5) by Ay and rearranging the terms, and 
taking the limit as ûy -» 0, the differential equation obtained is: 
dF 
dy - -V 
or, 
dF. 
The Equations (6) and (7) are generalized equations and are applicable 
to reactors of variable and constant cross-sectional areas. 
The reverse Deacon reaction can be written in either of the 
following two terms ; 
\ 1 Clgfg) + HgO (g) ^ 2HC1 (g) + ^  Og (g) Reaction I 
^2 
2C1„ (g) + 2H-0 (g) ^  4HC1 (g) + 0, (g) Reaction II 
2^ 
Let A denote chlorine (Clg), B denote water vapor (HgO), C denote 
hydrogen chloride (HCl), and D denote oxygen (Og) in the subsequent 
equation developments. 
Chlorine as the limiting species 
Taking A as our basis, and thus dividing both the reactions 
through by their respective stoichiometric coefficients of A, we can 
rewrite Reaction I and Reaction II, not considering the reverse 
reaction, as: 
A + B 2C + "I D (8) 
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or in a more general way, 
A + - B ^ - C + - D  
a a a 
(9) 
where, b/a = 1, c/a = 2, and d/a = ^  . (10) 
For a flow system, the conversion of species A is defined as the 
moles of A reacted per mole of A fed to the system. Normally, the 
conversion increases with the time the reactants spend in the reactor. 
This time, for a continuous flow system, usually increases with in­
creasing reactor volume and consequently, the conversion is a func­
tion of the reactor volume V. If is the molar flow rate of A fed 
to the system, which is operated at steady state, the molar rate at 
which A is reacting within the entire system will be The molar 
flow rate to the system minus the rate of reaction of A within the 
system will be equal to the molar flow rate of A leaving the system 
F^ . With symbols. 
Similar expressions for species B, C, and D can be derived. Taking A 
as our basis, a stoichiometric table (Table 1) for the flow system with 
reference to the reaction of Equation (9) can be set up. It is to be 
noted that the values of F„ and F are zero, since they are not present 
(11) 
in the feed stream. 
The equation of state we shall use is: 
TTV = ZF^ RT (12) 
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Table 1. Stoichiometric table with respect to species A for the reac­
t i o n ,  A 4 — B - > —  C +  —  D  
a a a 
Feed rate Change within Effluent rate 
to reactor reactor from reactor 
Species (moles/time) (moles/time) (moles/time) 
A 
"Ao - VA "A ii 0 - VA 
B 
"BO - ; VA "B 0 ii -; VA 
C 
"co 
+ ! 
"C 
ii 
0 + f '^AA 
D 
"DO * F VA "D 0 ii + I 
I 
"IO — "L 
ii 
0 
Total* 
"to 
— 
"t = "to + «AVA" 
"to ~ "AO "BO "*• "co "DO "lo* 
= ; + % - a -
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where, T = temperature, °K 
TT = total pressure, atm. 
Z = compressibility factor 
R = gas constant, (atm-liter)/(itiole-OK) 
V = volumetric feed rate, (liter/time) 
= total number of moles fed to the system at time t, 
(moles/time). 
Equation (12) is valid at any point in the system at any time t. At 
time t = 0, this equation can be rewritten as: 
Vo-Vto''^ o (13) 
Dividing Equation (12) by Equation (13), and rearranging the terms, 
we obtain, 
o^ T Z  ^t 
 ^= Vo(7r)(ï-)(z-)(ïr-) (14) 
o o to 
Let the change in moles due to reaction in Equation (9) be 6^ , where, 
6^  = d/a + c/a - b/a - 1 (= ^  , in the present case) (15) 
From Table 1, we can write 
Ft - Fto + FAo*AXA (1*) 
Dividing Equation (16) by F^  ^gives 
 ^1 + V^ to Va (17) 
to 
If - y^ Q> the mole fraction of A at feed conditions, then 
Equation (17) can be rewritten as: 
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 ^• 'ca(l + «aV (18) 
«here. (19) 
In most gas phase systems the temperature and pressure are such that the 
compressibility factor will not change significantly during the course 
of reaction; hence, for our purpose, we can say Z = Z^ . In addition, if 
we could use an isothermal condition (i.e., T = T^ ), and operate the 
system at atmospheric pressure (tt = rr^ ), then Equation (14) reduces to 
V . (20) 
Inserting the value of as defined in Equation (18), we get, 
' - + 'AV (21) 
Equation (21) is the gas volumetric flow rate in a flow system at any 
time. 
Let the molar flow ratios of the reactants be defined as: 
= ^ Bo'^ Ao (22) 
~ ^ Co^ A^o 0, as defined earlier) (23) 
6jj = (= 0, as defined earlier) (24) 
We can then define the concentrations of species A, B, C, and D as a 
function of conversion X^ , in the following manner: 
(25) 
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, A^o<«B-V WB-V 
S = - = v„(i + .A) = (1 + W 
, !S A^o<°C + °^Ao\ 
<=C - V = v,(l + 4) - (1 + %) «7) 
, i ^ Ao<^  + °-^ VA 
<=D - V - v,(l + e^ X^ ) - (1+ 
Substituting the value of from Equation (11) into the Equation 
(7), we can rewrite the design equation for species A as: 
3V l^ Ao'l - V = -^ A (29) 
which is simplified to 
dX 
- H - ^ ko W (30) 
Substituting T = V/v^ , and F^  ^= in the above equation, we ob­
tain, 
- -A = ^ Ao ^  (31) 
Equation (31) is known as the differential form of the design equation 
for the plug flow reactor, and is the relationship between conversion 
and the size of the reactor. Equation (30) can be written in the 
integral form by rearranging it and integrating both sides: 
/
A^i dX, 
— (32) 
Further rearrangement yields another convenient form of the integral 
expression: 
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" O " Q 
Steam as the limiting species 
A similar procedure can be followed when steam is considered as 
the limiting species instead of chlorine. A similar stoichiometric 
table for the reaction, 
(a/b)A + B -» (c/b)C + (d/b)D (34) 
1 
where a = 1, b = 1, c=2, and d = — (35) 
and ôg = d/b + c/b - a/b - 1 = -^  (same as 5^ ) (36) 
is shown in Table 2. Also, the values of F_ and F_ in this table LO Do 
are zero, since they are not present in the feed stream. 
The volumetric flow rate can be written as: 
" = -"o" + F (37) 
to 
or V = v^ (l + 8gXg) (38) 
«here  ^ (39) 
The concentration of species A, B, C, and D could be defined in terms 
of conversion as follows: 
!A FBo(*A - SO(QA - V 
CA = r = » "i : . Y \ = n r. V " (40) 
F. 
where 0. = •— (41) 
"BO 
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Table 2. Stoichiometric table with respect to species B for the 
r e a c t i o n ,  g A + B - » ^ C + ^ D  
Species 
Feed rate 
to reactor 
(moles/time) 
Change within 
reactor 
(moles/time) 
Effluent rate 
from reactor 
(moles/time) 
A % - t ^Bo^  A^ - PAo - # PBofB 
B B^o - ^ Bo^  B^ B^o " ^ Bo^  
C C^o + b PBo%B = ^ Co + i 
D D^o + # fBofB + # F,.*» 
I 1^0 
— 
= ^ lo 
Total* 
o^ 
— 
 ^ + VBOV 
Xo- A^o B^o C^o + *». + ?!.-
\ " ï ï + b - t -
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(44) 
, fh D^o<°b + °-^V °-^ <=Bo^  
 ^ ' " '„(! + hV ' 
Hence, Equation (7) for species B is of the form: 
dV ^ Bo^  ^ B^^  ^  ^ B (45) 
which simplifies to 
dx 
" ^ B " ^Bo dV (46) 
Substituting T = V/v , and F_ = C_ v in the above equation, we ob-O J50 J)0 O 
tain, 
dXg 
- 'A = CBo dûT (47) 
which is the differential form of the design equation for the plug 
flow reactor when species B is considered as the limiting species. The 
integral form Is similarly developed, and is shown below; 
T = I nr (48) 
J o 
®° F - 'B 
In these equations - r^  is the rate expression for the forward reaction 
when steam Is the limiting species. 
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Analysis of Rate Equations 
The most common experimental procedure for establishing rate equa­
tions is to measure the composition of the reaction mixture at various 
stages during the course of the reaction. Methods used are; the dif­
ferential, integral, initial rate, and half-life methods. In this 
experimental work, the reactor was operated at steady state, therefore, 
we are left with one method, i.e., integral method. For this approach, 
it is necessary to integrate the rate expression to give concentration 
as a function of time. Another approach, called differential method, 
for interpreting integral reactor data is also in use. In this case 
the rate has to be evaluated first by operating the reactor at various 
space-times but at the same molar flow ratio. The procedure is re­
peated by varying molar flow rates so as to obtain a wide range of 
data. 
Integral method for treating the integral reactor data 
When the reaction rate law is known or can be guessed, the integral 
method of analysis may be used after performing experiments to obtain 
the specific reaction rate. This procedure is useful when the reaction 
order and the specific rate at one temperature are already known from 
previous experiments. The specific reaction rate at some other tempera­
ture can then be obtained easily. 
The rate equation is the number of moles reacting per unit time per 
unit volume. The rate equation is solely a function of the properties 
of the reacting materials (e.g., specific concentrations, pressure and 
temperature) at a point in the system and is independent of the system. 
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Since the pressure and temperature are kept constant, the chemical 
reaction rate becomes a function of concentrations only; and for the 
forward reaction of the reverse Deacon reaction can be written as: 
- r^  ^= for the reaction I (49) 
In this equation a and p are the order of reaction with respect to 
chlorine and water, respectively. Substitution of Equation (25) and 
Equation (25) results in; 
rearranging the terms, 
Replacing the term - r^  in Equation (33) and rewriting, we get: 
£ /I _1_ « V 
i_ f (1 + W'> 
(52) 
If we define 
i *\t (1+ 
then k^ T = I (54) 
A plot of T versus I will give a straight line of slope kj^ , if the 
correct rate expression (i.e., the correct order of reaction) is 
chosen. Regression analysis (least-square fit) will result in a 
correlation coefficient, which can be used as a measure of correlation 
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between T and I. A number of values of a and P may be guessed, and the 
resulting integral expression be evaluated by numerical methods. 
The forward rate expression when steam is the limiting species 
can be written as: 
- (55) 
Inserting the values of and Cg from Equations (40) and (41), 
respectively in the above equation, and using the result in the design 
equation (Equation 48), we get. 
A - V""- - V' klj o^+P-l/A _ Y _ Y 
It could be shown that 
• So"=Ao - l/^ A <") 
=<1 = V»B' (58) 
and, y «g = FAo/Fso • ®A 
Using Equations (57), (58), and (59) in Equation (56), we get, 
rhf (1+ e,X)°^P 
r = ^ I 5 dx. (60) 
Equation (60) is the same expression as Equation (52); which was 
derived earlier considering chlorine as the limiting species. Hence, 
it is not necessary to evaluate the integrals of Equation (60) 
separately. 
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Differential method for treating the Integral reactor data 
For the reverse Deacon reaction, the reaction rate depends on 
more than one species (89). We can use the single variation of 
species technique (38). In this approach, the concentration of one 
reactant is varied, while the concentration of the other is held constant 
by use of inert gases. At each molar flow ratio (i.e., when 0g is 
held constant), the experiments are to be repeated for various space-
times, The slope dX^ /dr, is obtained from the plot of conversion 
against space-time. Then the rate is calculated for a given chlorine 
concentration by use of the differential form of the design equation 
(i.e.. Equation (31)). The concentration of products can be evaluated 
from Equations (22), (25), (26), (27), and (28). When the rate is 
plotted against concentrations on a log-lot plot, the slope will be 
the order of reaction for this species. After determining the reaction 
order for the first species, the concentration of the second species is 
varied while that of the first one is held constant. The procedure is 
repeated for the second species to determine its order. In order to 
determine the effects of product concentrations, it is necessary to 
run experiments at equi-molar reactant flow rates (i.e., 0^  = 1). 
The operating range of the temperature should be such that the re­
verse reaction may be considered minimum. 
The results of the concentration dependency of individual species 
on rate are then synthesized to form the rate expression (38). The 
rate law so obtained is only approximate, with unknown parameters. 
This is to be verified by use of regression analysis, which will 
result in a correlation coefficient and values of the parameters. The 
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known rate expression is then subjected to verification by integral 
approach at the same temperature. A comparison can be made when 
the specific reaction rate is obtained by these methods. If the 
validity of ttie resulting expression is acceptable, the rate law 
then can be extended to other temperatures to determine the value of 
the rate constants at those temperatures. 
Calculation of Equilibrium Constant and Equilibrium Conversion 
The activity of a component i is defined as 
i^ i^ i^ 
where, a^  = activity of a component i in a mixture 
f^  = partial fugacity of component i 
f° = fugacity of component i in its standard state 
y^  = mole fraction of ccmponent i 
f^  = fugacity of pure component i at the pressure and 
temperature of the reacting system 
= (f/P)^  = fugacity coefficient for component i evaluated 
at temperature and pressure of the reacting system. 
Let the standard state of all components be chosen as pure gases at 
1 atmosphere. The assumptions of ideal gas behavior for all pure 
components lead to the results: 
f? = 1 atm, and = 1 
When the reaction is operated at 1 atmosphere, the activity of 
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component i simplifies to 
au = = n^ /n^  (62) 
where, n^  ^= number of moles of species i at equilibrium, and 
n^  = total number of moles of gaseous mixture at equilibrium. 
The equilibrium constant K^ , based on activity can be expressed 
as ratio of products to reactants; and for the reverse Deacon reac­
tion, the equilibrium constant can be written as: 
Inserting the values of a^ 's as derived earlier in Equation (62), we 
obtain: 
Dividing through the numerator and denominator of Equation (64) by V, 
and rearranging the terms, the following equation will be obtained; 
__ 1/2 
where = n^ /V (66) 
Using ideal gas law, PV = nRT, or (P/RT) = (n/V), Equation (65) can 
be reduced to 
Inserting the values of C^ , C^ , C^ , and as defined in Equations (25) 
through (28), we can rewrite the equilibrium constant expression, which 
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upon simplification will give; 
cl/2x5/2 
K = (|ï) (.Zjl) —J 1/2 ^  (68) 
(1 + i yAo*,) ' (1 - Xe)(*B - %,) 
in the above equation can be eliminated by y^ P^/RT, and hence, the 
expression for the equilibrium constant becomes, 
(2y2)(yA )^ ^^ X )^ /2 
K  ^ (69) 
(1 + 2 yAcfe) (1 - Xe)(*B " *6) 
Equation (69) is the expression for the equilibrium constant in terms 
of equilibrium conversion. 
Equation (1) was written for the Deacon reaction, and this ex­
pression can be modified for the reverse Deacon reaction. The equilibrium 
constant as a function of temperature is written as: 
In = I [- + 0.93035 In T - (1.3704)(lO'^ )T 
+ (1.7581)(10"®)T^  + 4.1744] (70) 
The numerical value of the equilibrium constant K^ , from Equation (70) 
can be Inserted in Equation (69) and the resulting equation can be 
solved for equilibrium conversion X^ . A numerical technique, namely 
Newton-Raphson's technique, could be used to find the value of 
equilibrium conversion (16). 
Reverse Reaction 
If the measured conversions are less than 50% of the equilibrium 
conversion, the reverse reaction can be neglected. It is assumed that 
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the reverse reaction does not have any significant contribution at 
this condition. However, it is not so when the measured conversion is 
more than 50% of the equilibrium conversion. The method to evaluate 
the equilibrium conversion was described above, and the experimental 
observations can be compared with this value to determine the impact 
of the reverse reaction. 
When the reaction reaches equilibrium, the rate of the forward 
reaction should equal the rate of the reverse reaction. The equilibrium 
constant K^ , can be written in terms of forward and backward reaction 
rate constants as 
\ = ki/k_i (71) 
In the overall reaction, which is the combination of the forward and 
backward reaction, one of the rate constants can be eliminated by use 
of equilibrium constant. The resulting equation is then subjected to 
verification for linear relationship between T and the integral I, 
The method of treating the overall reaction rate expression will be 
similar to the integral analysis as discussed earlier. 
Stimulus Response Technique 
In the previous sections we developed analytical expressions to 
calculate space-time for a plug flow reactor from the given conversion 
data. In order to get this information, we assume that the reactor 
in question is an ideal plug flow reactor. But, in real situations 
the deviations from an ideal reactor can be considerable. Channeling 
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of fluid or creation of stagnant regions in the vessel normally cause 
such deviations. According to Denbigh (27), transverse temperature 
gradient, transverse and longitudinal diffusion, and transverse 
velocity gradient are major factors to cause deviations. Nonideal 
flow factors cannot be ignored, because they may lead to gross errors 
in design of scale up operations. 
It is, indeed, required to know what is happening in the reactor 
vessel when fluids are allowed to react in it. If we know the velocity 
distribution map of the fluid, then we can predict the behavior of the 
vessel as a reactor. But is is difficult to measure velocities and 
concentrations of the species within the reactor. However, it is 
possible to get data on the feed and effluent streams. The extent of 
nonideal flow can be characterized by means of the exit age distribu­
tion function (37, 63). The experiments involved for determining the 
effluent age distribution use stimulus response technique. The system 
is disturbed and the response to this stimulus is studied in such 
experiments. Many kinds of input signals are used in practice (37). 
In our experiments, we treated a pulse signal to study the behavior of 
the vessel. Xn addition to this, we assume that there is no reaction 
and no density change in the flow process, and the flow is considered 
to be at its steady state. 
Development of equations 
Nonideal flow within the reactor is described by many types of flow 
models. An analogy can be drawn between mixing in an actual flow and 
a diffusional process. This type of model is called a dispersion model. 
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which is important to us in the existing system as we hope to use a 
plug flow model in our experiment. In a plug flow reactor, back 
mixing and intermixing may superimpose the flow field. It is also 
required that there be no gross bypassing or short circuiting of the 
fluid in the vessel. But fluctuations may be caused by different flow 
velocities and by molecular and turbulent diffusion. Shuffling of 
material and eddies are involved in a mixing process, and they are 
repeated quite frequently during the flow of fluid through the vessel. 
It is assumed that this disturbance is statistical in nature and is 
very similar to molecular diffusion (37). The one-dimensional (in the 
direction of flow) equation for molecular diffusion can be written 
as (76): 
" IT 
In a similar fashion, we may consider all contributions to back 
mixing of fluid in the x-direction and the resulting equation is 
(37) : 
Here, the parameter (not ff) is known as the axial or longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient. This parameter uniquely characterizes the 
degree of back mixing. The radial and lateral mixing effects are not 
considered in Equation (73), as they are believed not to make a 
significant contribution. To make Equation (73) dimensionless, the 
following expressions are introduced: 
dimensionless length, z = x/L 
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dlmensionless concentration, C = C'/C^  
dlmensionless time, 9' = 3/T 
where, "T = mean residence time 
u = linear velocity of fluid 
L = length of the reactor vessel 
and the dlmensionless equation is 
(74) 
The dlmensionless group (D^ /uL), is called the vessel dispersion number, 
and it measures the extent of axial dispersion in the vessel. The 
limits of this parameter are: 
D^ /uL-» 0, negligible dispersion, hence plug flow 
D^ /uL-> 00, large dispersion, hence mixed flow. 
Determination of dispersion number 
In order to determine the value of dispersion number (D^ /uL), 
quantitatively, the following terms are defined: 
E(@)d6 = fraction of fluid leaving vessel that has residence 
time (exit age) of (0, 9 + d0). 
Since all the fluid has some residence time in the vessel, the RTD is 
properly normalized, i.e.. 
E (e)d0 =1 (76) 
'0 
For the pulse tracer, E(0) is defined as 
i:
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E(e)  = ^  (77) 
c(e)d0 
'0 
E(0) is found from the measured outlet concentrations in arbitrary units, 
because the outlet concentrations are themselves in arbitrary units. The 
exact amount of tracer injected need not be known. Then, the mean 
residence time can be calculated from 
L 
00 
ec(e)de 
T = —^  (78) 
JI c(e)d9 0 
or from discrete time values, 
00 
•2 6,C (8)60. 
- ^ (79) 
2 C (0)A0 
1=0 
where, T is the mean value of the centroid of the distribution and is 
important for location of distribution. The measure of the spread of 
the distribution is called the variance and is defined for a continuous 
form as. 
r 0^ C(0)d0 2 «fO —2 
c = T (80) 
I C(0)d0 
"'o 
or in the discrete form as, 
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*** 2 2 0,(8)8,68, 
cj2 = (81) 
2 C (6)68, 
i=0  ^
It is often convenient to use a dimensionless form of time, 9' = 8/"T; 
and a corresponding version of RTD, E(0'), which is defined by 
E(8') = TE(0) (82) 
Then the variance can be written as; 
o f 8^ .E(6)de - (83) 
Jc\ 
or, in dimensionless form: 
-CO 
f e'^ E(8')de' - i (84) 
Jc\ 
' 0^
For small extent of dispersion (i.e., when D^ /uL is small), the spreading 
tracer curve does not significantly change in shape as it passes through 
the measuring point. In such a case, the solution to Equation (74) 
has been given by Levenspiel (63); 
This equation is the family of Gaussian or normal curves with mean = 1, 
and variance 
2 (,2 
Qg = — = 2(D^ /uL) (86) 
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From Equation (86), it is then possible to obtain the numerical value 
of the dispersion number. It has been reported that the maximum error 
in such an estimate of D^/uL is (63): 
5% when D^/uL is less than 0.01, and 
0.5% when D^/uLis less than 0.001. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental work can be divided into two parts; the first 
part deals with the experimental work conducted in search, of the rate 
expression and the order of the reaction; whereas the second part is 
the work conducted to evaluate the behavior of the reactor vessel at the 
experimental conditions used in part one. The first part is further 
subdivided into two sections: (1) the experimental technique was em­
ployed in such a way that data can be used for analysis by the integral 
approach, as well as for the factorial experimental design analysis; 
(2) the second section was designed to collect data for analysis by the 
differential approach. The experimental methods for the two sub­
sections are the same, except for the fact that an inert gas was used 
along with the reactants in the second section. 
Experimental Design 
It is known from the literature that the reverse Deacon reaction 
4.S &n.andothermic high temperature gas phase reaction. The effects of 
flow rates of chlorine and steam are not well-documented in the litera­
ture. In order to study the effects of temperature, flow rate of 
chlorine, and flow rate of steam on conversion, it is important to plan 
the experiment sequence to ensure that the data analysis will lead im­
mediately to valid statistical inferences. The purpose of statistically 
designing an experiment is to collect the maximum amount of relevant 
information with a minimum expenditure of time and resources. 
The type of design, which has come to be called a factorial design. 
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has found great popularity in industrial investigation. A factorial 
experiment allows us to study the interactions of various factors 
which influence the yield (8). In studying the reverse Deacon reaction, 
it is essential to study the effects of reaction temperature, flow rate 
of chlorine, and flow rate of steam, and the effects of interactions 
between them on conversions. This yields a 3-factor experiment and in 
this factorial design, 3 levels of each factor were decided on and are 
shown in Table 3, For each experimental run, it was also decided to 
3 have 3 replicates. Thus, this 3 factorial design having 3 replicates 
in each case with a total of 81 experimental runs would make it possible 
to predict the best combination of levels of factors and also would help 
us to search for the rate expression. 
Experimental Procedure for Integral Analysis 
A schematic block diagram of the process as assembled for this 
experimental work is shown in Figure 2. The high purity chlorine gas 
cylinder was purchased from Matheson Gas Company. It was fitted with 
a Matheson's model B-15 regulator having two gauges, which controls 
the gas pressure to the desired level. A Brooks full view model 1110, 
rotameter size-2 with steel and fittings was used to measure the 
chlorine flow rate. The rotameter with a tube No. R-2-15-AA and a 
glass float was specially designed to handle chlorine. Its range was 
from 10.4 to 154 cc/min of chlorine at STP. The rotameter was 
calibrated and operated at 10 psig and room temperature. Water from 
a syringe of 50 ml capacity was pumped by means of a syringe pump. 
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Table 3. Conditions for experimental factorial design 
Levels 
Factors Low (1) Medium (2) High (3) 
Temperature (OK) 777.0 879.0 983.0 
Chlorine flow rate 
at 294.QOK and 1 
atm. (cc/min) 51.02 76.92 100.00 
Water vapor flow rate 
at 294.QOK and 1 atm. 
(cc/min) 25.60 51.20 102.40 
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Figure 2. Schematic block diagram of experimental equipment 
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The range of this syringe pump was from 0.00764 to 38.2 ml/rain liquid 
water at STP. It was calibrated before installation in the system. 
The punq) operated on a fixed gear system, hence it was not possible to 
get any intermediate flow rate of water between 0.0191 and 0.0382 ml/ 
min, or 0.0382 and 0.0764 ml/min, and so forth. However, by use of a 
syringe of different size, an intermediate flow rate could be obtained. 
Water from the syringe pump was received by the steam generator, which 
was constructed of stainless steel. Tlie neat input to the steam 
generator was supplied with heating tape controlled by a power-stat 
and a temperature of about 150°C was maintained throughout the generator 
so as to ensure that the steam would not condense on its way to the 
preheater mixer. Steam from the steam generator and chlorine gas from 
the rotameter and gas drier were allowed to mix in a preheater mixer, 
where a temperature of about 175-200°C was maintained throughout by means 
of a power-stat and heavy Insulation of electrical heating tapes. Pope's 
4 mm I.D.. flc-w-tite corrugated flexible teflon tubes were used for 
connecting the chlorine lines. Glass tubing in the set up was normally 
joined by ball and socket joints. The chlorine gas inlet to the pre­
heater mixer was extended towards the conical edge to prevent back flow 
of chlorine through steam lines. The reactor used was an eleven pass 
reactor having an I.D. of 4 mm and length of 511 cm. The total volume 
was calculated to be 64.25 ml. The reactor and the preheater mixer were 
made up of Vycor glass; their arrangements and sizes are shown in Figure 3 
along with the syringe pump. The lines between the preheater mixer and 
the reactor were wrapped with insulating material. 
The reactor furnace had four heating zones; two of these were 
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Figure 3. Syringe pump, steam generator, preheater mixer and eleven pass reactor assembly 
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controlled by a Honeywell Brown Protect-O-Van on-off controller; and the 
remaining two were controlled manually. The alumel-cromel thermocouples 
were used to measure temperature at different points in the reactor. 
A Leeds and Northrup millivolt potentiometer was used for calibration 
of scales, which read the furnace temperature. The reactor, which was 
inside the furnace, had five thermocouples to read temperature; and the 
steady average reading was taken as the reaction temperature. 
The effluent gas from the outer enu of the reactor was quenched 
with cold water in a scrubber. This makes it possible to stop any further 
conversion in either the forward or reverse direction as the temperature 
will be well below the reaction temperature. Also, one of the products, 
i.e., hydrogen chloride, will be absorbed by water. The remaining ef­
fluent stream consisted of unreacted chlorine and oxygen produced during 
the course of the reaction. The mixture of oxygen and chlorine gas was 
passed through a drier to absorb the mist in the stream. The dry gas 
was sent to the vent through a NaOH scrubber. Samples of dry gas were 
drawn periodically (every five minutes) during the steady state period. 
These samples were purged through an analytical gas chromatograph (Carle 
Model 111). 
The chromatograph was operated at a column temperature of 45°C and 
a purge flow rate of 30 ml per minute. To detect the concentrations of 
chlorine and oxygen thermisters were used. The columns used in the 
chromatograph were made up of tantalum with dimensions 1' x 1/8" and 
1' X 1/8". Parapole T coated with 15% K-352 halocarbon oil with a mesh 
80-100 were used as packing material in the columns. The oxygen peak 
eluted first and chlorine was back flushed, thus making a total retention 
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time of about five minutes. A tantalum sampling valve of 0.25 ml 
capacity was installed for accurate injections of samples to the 
columns. As carrier gas pure and dry helium gas was used at specified 
flow rates (i.e., 30 ml/min). 
Gas calibrations were based on injections of pure gas at the 
same conditions; and it was assumed that the concentration dependence 
was linear. This assumption is often used in the case of thermal con­
ductivity detectors. The calibration of the chromatograph was checked 
every seven days during the course of the experimental work, and the 
deviations noted were adjusted in the calculation of concentrations. 
As the retention time was about five minutes, of sample a dry effluent 
gas was injected every five minutes during the steady state period 
and the process was repeated 4 to 5 times during a run. Weights of 
graph paper under eluted peaks were recorded and were compared with 
that of pure components for evaluation of composition in the ef­
fluent. The average of these 4 or 5 readings was used for calculation 
of species concentration. 
The experimental conditions used for this collection of conversion 
data are shown in Table 3. 
Experimental Procedure for Differential Analysis 
The experimental equipment was the same as above for this work. 
To obtain data for analysis by the differential method, the experi­
ments were conducted with an inert gas in the feed stream. Helium 
was used as the inert gas to maintain the desired partial pressure 
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of the reactants. It passed through a calibrated rotameter at a 
desired flow rate to the preheater mixer as shown in Figure 2. It 
was thus mixed with the reactants before entering the reactor. In 
this experimental work, a wide range of flow rates of chlorine and helium 
were used. This was accomplished by replacing the rotameter tubes with 
No. R-2-15-B and No. R-2-15-AAA (along with steel and quartz floats as 
required). The rotameters were calibrated with the respective gases 
prior to use in the system, and the calibrations were checked every 
15 days. 
In this case, the samples drawn from the effluent stream were a 
mixture of helium, oxygen and chlorine. Since the carrier gas in the 
chromatograph was helium, helium in the effluent stream did not cause 
a difference in the thermal conductivity, and therefore, no helium 
peak was recorded by the recorder. The operating conditions for the 
gas chromatograph were the same as in the integral analysis. The 
composition of the effluent stream was calculated in the same manner 
as described earlier. 
In the present experimental work, the partial pressure of chlorine 
was held constant at 0.8 atm., while that of water vapor was varied 
from 0.01 to 0.2 atm. At each molar flow ratio (0g) the experiments 
were repeated for different space-times. The procedure was reversed by 
holding the partial pressure of water vapor constant at 0.8 atm, and 
varying that of chlorine from 0.01 to 0.2 atm. Eight experimental 
runs were designed at different volumetric flow rates, but at equi-
molar flow. In this case the partial pressure of each reactant was 
held constant at 0.5 atm, and no inert gas was used. The reaction 
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temperature for the experimental work (collection of data for dif­
ferential analysis) was held constant at 879°K. 
Stimulus Response Experiment 
For studying the reactor behavior in the stimulus response experi­
ment, the experimental set up was modified as shown in Figure 4. It 
was not possible to operate with chlorine in the reactor at the desired 
flow conditions. Instead, helium was allowed to pass through the 
reactor constantly. The flow rate of helium was measured by means of 
a calibrated rotameter or by means of a Wet Test Meter made by 
Precision Scientific Company. Air was injected into the flow of helium 
as a pulse input. About 50 to 250 ml of air was used for each experi­
mental run. The off gas from the reactor was allowed to pass through 
the chromatograph. The columns of the chromatograph were bypassed 
and the effluent gas from the reactor was introduced directly to the 
thermal conductivity cell at one entrance. Helium was also used as 
carrier gas in this case and was introduced at the other entrance of the 
thermal conductivity cell. The thermal conductivity cell recorded 
the concentration difference between the carrier gas and the off gas 
constantly. When a pulse was introduced with the flow of helium at 
one entrance, a change in concentration occurred, and this change in 
concentration was recorded as sharp peaks by the recorder. The areas 
under the curve were calculated using Simpson's rule. Variance, mean 
time, and dispersion number were calculated for these peaks as described 
in the theory section. 
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Figure 4. Stimulus response experiment 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to use the plug flow assumptions for analysis of rate 
data, it is necessary to know the behavior of the reaction vessel. 
Therefore, the stimulus response experimental results are discussed 
first after stating the general conditions for the experimental work 
under which the measurements were made. Data were collected in two 
phases; (1) for analysis using the integral technique at three 
temperatures (504, 606, and 710°C). These results were also used for 
3 the statistical analysis of the 3 factorial design. (2) For analysis 
using the differential technique at 606°C. An approximate rate 
expression was developed by this method and was verified by using data 
obtained at 606°C by the integral analysis. Then the results were ex­
tended to other temperatures for evaluation of specific reaction 
rates. 
The principal experimental work was run at one atmosphere pressure 
and at three different temperatures. The average furnace temperature 
measured within the reactor by the thermocouples was considered as the 
reaction temperature. Every time the furnace was turned on, it took 
about 6 to 8 hours to get a steady temperature profile. A variation of 
+0.75 to + 1.0 percent from the average value was observed, which is 
considered to be within range. To get steady flow conditions, we had 
to wait for 45 to 60 minutes for each experimental run. When the 
variation in the peak heights as recorded by the recorder was found 
to be fairly constant or the variation was found to be minimum, then 
it was believed that the off-gas concentration was at its steady state. 
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However, the weights of the concentration peaks were found to vary by 
3 to 4 percent from the average value. The measured conversions were 
calculated from the value of these peaks obtained at steady state 
conditions. 
In Table 4, the experimental conditions and the measured conver­
sions are listed against their experiment numbers. It is to be noted 
that an experiment (say 3B) is a replicate of another experiment (such 
as 3C) having the same prefix; but is independent of other experiments 
(such as 5C) having a different prefix number. Replication, as stated 
her3, is merely a complete repetition of the basic experiment, and was 
run to get an estimate of the magnitude of the experimental error. In 
Table 5, the flow rate of chlorine and flow rate of water vapor at the 
reaction temperature are shown along with the equilibrium conversions 
and the mean value of the experimental conversions with standard devia­
tions for each independent run. The equilibrium conversions were 
calculated solving Equation (69) numerically. The Reynold's number, 
(D^up/iJi), for each independent experiment was also calculated after 
determining the average value of densities and viscosities of the 
reactants. They are reported in the last column of Table 5. A sample 
calculation procedure to evaluate experimental and equilibrium con­
versions, volumetric flow rate of the reactants at the reaction tempera­
ture, and Reynold's number are shown in Appendix B. 
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Table 4. Experimental conversions 
Expt. 
# 
Reaction 
temperature 
(OC) 
Water vapor* 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Chlorine* 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Experimental 
conversion 
(%) 
lA 504.0 25.60 51.02 6.67 
IB 504.0 25.60 51.02 6.48 
IC 504.0 25.60 51.02 5.37 
2Â 504.0 25.60 76.92 5.43 
2B 504.0 25.60 76.92 5.47 
2C 504.0 25.60 76.92 5.52 
SA 504.0 25.60 100.00 4.92 
3B 504.0 25.60 100.00 4.94 
4A 504.0 51.20 51.02 8.23 
4B 504.0 51.20 51.02 8.10 
4C 504.0 51.20 51.02 7.71 
SA 504.0 51.20 76.92 6.01 
5B 504.0 51.20 76.92 5.98 
5C 504.0 51.20 76.92 6.79 
6A 504.0 51.20 100.00 4.84 
6B 504.0 51.20 100.00 6.22 
6C 504.0 51.20 100.00 4.95 
7A 504.0 102.40 51.02 10.48 
7B 504.0 102.40 51.02 10.43 
7C 504.0 102.40 51.02 9.36 
8A 504.0 102.40 76.92 7.84 
8B 504.0 102.40 76.92 7.85 
8C 504.0 102.40 76.92 7.62 
9A 504.0 102.40 100.00 4.89 
9B 504.0 102.40 100.00 5.07 
9C 504.0 102.40 100.00 5.64 
lOA 606.0 25.60 51.02 20.24 
lOB 606.0 25.60 51.02 19.79 
lOC 606.0 25.60 51.02 19.36 
IIA 606.0 25.60 76.92 17.01 
IIB 606.0 25.60 76.92 16.82 
lie 606.0 25.60 76.92 15.34 
12A 606.0 25.60 100.00 12.28 
12B 606.0 > 25.60 100.00 12.52 
12c 606.0 25.60 100.00 13.26 
ISA 606.0 51.20 51.02 22.81 
13B 606.0 51.20 51.02 22.43 
ISC 606.0 51.20 51.02 21.58 
®At 2940K and 1 atm. 
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Table 4. Continued 
Expt. 
. #  
Reaction 
temperature 
(OC) 
Water vapor 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Chlorine 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Experimental 
conversion 
(%) 
14A 606.0 51.20 76.92 18.74 
14B 606.0 51.20 76.92 19.93 
14C 606.0 51.20 76.92 19.53 
ISA 606.0 51.20 100.00 16.38 
15B 606.0 51.20 100.00 16.43 
15C 606.0 51.20 100.00 15.94 
16A 606.0 102.40 51.02 24.10 
16B 606.0 102.40 51.02 24.81 
16C 606.0 102.40 51.02 19.41 
17A 606.0 102.40 76.92 18.25 
17B 606.0 102.40 76.92 19.72 
17C 606.0 102.40 76.92 20.43 
18A 606.0 102.40 100.00 18.25 
18B 606.0 102.40 100.00 17.35 
18C 606.0 102.40 100.00 18.41 
19A 710.0 25.60 51.02 31.54 
19B 710.0 25.60 51.02 31.90 
19C 710.0 25.60 51.02 34.64 
20A 710.0 25.60 76.92 28.05 
20B 710.0 25.60 76.92 23.74 
20C 710.0 25.60 76.92 25.04 
21A 710.0 25.60 100.00 21.60 
21B 710.0 25.60 100.00 19.05 
21C 710.0 25.60 100.00 22.85 
22A 710.0 51.20 51.02 41.08 
22B 710.0 51.20 51.02 40.52 
22C 710,0 51.20 51.02 40.59 
23A 710.0 51.20 76.92 34.34 
23B 710.0 51.20 76.92 33.74 
23C 710.0 51.20 76.92 33.74 
24A 710.0 51.20 100.00 31.45 
24B 710.0 51.20 100.00 28.08 
24C 710.0 51.20 100.00 30.78 
15k 710.0 102.40 51.02 46.88 
25B 710.0 102.40 51.02 47.83 
25C 710.0 102.40 51.02 44.79 
26A 710.0 102.40 76.92 39.42 
26B 710.0 102.40 76.92 41.77 
26C 710.0 102.40 76.92 36.59 
27A 710.0 102.40 100.00 32.27 
27B 710.0 102.40 100.00 37.66 
27C 710.0 102.40 100.00 37.72 
Table 5. Experimental and equilibrium conversions, and Reynold's number with experimental condi­
tions^ 
^ ^ Experimental Equilibrium Experimental 
Reaction Water vapor Chlorine conversion conversion, conversion Reynold's 
Expt. temperature flow rate flow rate + deviation Xg as of % Xg number 
# (OR) (cc/min) (cc/min) (%) (%) (%) (D^up/(i) 
1 777 67.66 134.84 6.17 + 0.70 40.75 15.14 29.04 
2 777 67.66 203.29 5.47 + 0.05 29.46 18.57 41.22 
3 777 67.66 264.29 4.62 + 0.53 23.51 19.65 51.62 
4 777 135.32 134.84 8.01 + 0.27 62.78 12.92 33.59 
5 777 135.32 203.29 6.26 ± 0.46 49.59 12.77 46.19 
6 777 135.32 264.29 5.34 + 0.77 41.36 12.91 57.38 
7 777 270.63 134,84 10.09 + 0.63 81.37 12.40 42.65 
8 777 270.63 203.29 7.77 ± 0.13 71.21 10.91 55.17 
9 777 270.63 264.29 5.20 + 0.39 63.41 7.30 66.57 
10 879 76.54 152.54 19.80 + 0.44 43.24 45.79 25.71 
11 879 76.54 229.98 16.39 + 0.91 30.66 53.46 32.78 
12 879 76.54 298.98 12.69 + 0.51 24.21 52.42 46.58 
13 879 153.08 152.54 22.27 + 0.63 68.02 32.74 29.93 
14 879 153.08 229.98 19.37 + 0.56 53.28 36.36 41.01 
15 879 153.08 298.98 16.25 + 0.25 43.93 36.99 50.76 
16 879 306.16 152.54 22.77 + 2.93 86.31 26.38 38.46 
17 879 306.16 229.98 19.47 ± 1.11 76.82 25.34 49.23 
18 879 306.16 298.98 18.00 + 0.57 71.96 25.01 59.22 
19 983 85.60 170.59 32.69 ± 1.70 44.93 72.76 23.60 
20 983 85.60 257.19 25.61 + 2.21 31.40 81.56 33.72 
21 983 85.60 334.35 21.17 + 1.94 24.63 85.95 42.68 
22 983 171.19 170.59 40.73 + 0.31 72.03 56.55 27.11 
23 983 171.19 257.19 33.94 + 0.35 55.96 60.65 37.56 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix B. 
^At reaction temperature and 1 atm. 
Table 5. Continued 
^ ^ Experimental Equilibrium Experimental 
Reaction Water vapor Chlorine conversion conversion, conversion Reynold's 
Expt. temperature flow rate flow rate + deviation Xg as of % Xg number 
# (OR) (cc/min) (cc/min) (%) (%) (%) (D^u p/ p) 
24 983 171.19 334.35 30.10 ± 1.78 45.69 65.88 46.85 
25 983 342.38 170.59 46.50 ± 1.56 89.66 51.86 33.68 
26 983 342.38 257.19 39.26 + 2.59 81.00 48.85 44.49 
27 983 342.38 334.35 35.88 + 3.13 72.75 49.32 53.67 
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Residence Time Distribution 
In the stimulus-response experiments, the flow conditions were 
disturbed by a pulse input. Sharp peaks were obtained as response to 
these inputs and were recorded by the recorder attached to the 
chromatograph. Analysis of these peaks leads to the residence time 
distribution (RTD). The response peaks so obtained are very much 
comparable to that of an ideal plug flow reactor. The areas under the 
response curve were calculated by use of Simpson's rule. Variance, and 
the dispersion number for these peaks were calculated using Equations 
(81) and (86) , respectively. The results obtained are tabulated in 
Table 6, and a sample calculation procedure along with response peaks 
has been shown in Appendix C. 
The flow rate of helium gas through the reactor was varied from 
200 to 20,000 cc per minute. This flow range is quite comparable to 
the flow conditions of the main experimental work. The variance of 
these peaks steadily decreased with the increase of flow rate of helium; 
this was also evidenced by sharper response peaks. Normally, in an 
ideal plug flow reactor, sharp peaks are obtained as response to pulse 
inputs. This simple analysis of RTD could lead to prediction of the 
vessel behavior as a reactor. There are other more complex methods 
available to describe the reactor (63); but the maximum error involved 
in estimating the dispersion number (D^/uL), by this simple treatment 
is not more than 5% for small dispersion numbers. 
The reverse Deacon reaction is endothermic, but the conditions 
can be assumed to be isothermal without much error. Therefore, the 
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Table 6. Variance and dispersion number^ 
Flow rate Variance Dispersion 
of helium gZ number 
(cc/min) (sec^) D^/uL 
200 0.17273 0.00217 
400 0.14040 0.0024 
700 0.17316 0.00095 
750 0.16978 0.00086 
1,000 0.1527 0.00091 
1,250 0.14726 0.00077 
2,000 0.14836 0.00064 
20,000 0.09 0.000377 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix C. 
^At 294°K and 1 atm. 
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transverse temperature gradient would not be the cause for deviation 
from plug flow. Another cause of deviation, the velocity gradient, is 
less significant than the influences of transverse temperature gradient 
in actual practice. The flow pattern on the basis of Reynold's number 
was found to be laminar. But the information from Table 6 suggests 
that the dispersion numbers at these flow conditions are small; thus, 
the deviations caused by velocity gradient may be considered negligible. 
From these discussions, it could be concluded that dispersion is not 
significant for the existing reactor, and therefore, plug flow condi­
tions in the reactor can be assumed without significant error. 
Experimental Design 
3 
The experimental design was a 3 factorial design. A general 
linear model procedure was followed to obtain the results. The model 
assumed was: 
''ijkl '\jk + \ + ®i + \ + C * W)ij + (T X 
+ W X + (T X W X (87) 
where, y.- = expected conversion of chlorine 
X  JK X  
|i. = mean value of conversion of chlorine ijk 
T^, Wj, = effects of temperature, water flow rate, and 
chlorine flow rate, respectively, on conversion. 
(T X W)^j, (W X C)j^, (T X C)^^, (T X W X are effect of cor­
responding interaction terms on conversion with being the 
residual error. 
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The statistical analysis results are shown in Table 7. A cor­
relation coefficient of 0.99 was obtained, which suggested that this 
model well-described the experimental factors. Analysis reveals that, 
within 95% confidence interval, interaction of water flow rate and 
chlorine flow rate has little effect on conversion, whereas, the effects 
of chlorine flow rate, water flow rate, temperature, interaction of 
temperature and chlorine flow rate, and interaction of temperature and 
water flow rate are significant in the same confidence interval. 
The optimum condition to get a high conversion was found to be a 
combination of low level of chlorine flow rate (51.02 cc/minute); a 
high level of temperature (983°K); and a high level of water vapor 
flow rate (102.4 cc/minute). Temperature was found to have the most 
profound effect on conversion, followed, in order, by water flow rate 
and chlorine flow rate. 
The measured conversions varied from 4.84 to 47.83% (i.e., the 
fractional conversion of chlorine). It is evident from Table 5 that 
the measured conversion is strongly favored by the reaction temperature. 
This is supplemented by a plot of water vapor flow rate versus conver­
sion of chlorine in Figure 5. At all temperatures conversion was 
found to decrease with increasing chlorine flow rate, and with de­
creasing water vapor flow rate. This figure agrees with the statistical 
inference that experimental conditions of high temperature, low chlorine 
flow rate and high water flow rate result in higher conversion. 
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Table 7. Summary of statistical analysis results' 
Source DF SB Pr >F 
Temperature 
Water flow rate 
Chlorine flow 
rate 
Temperature 
water flow rate 
Temperature 
chlorine flow 
rate 
Water flow rate 
chlorine flow 
rate 
10216.26 
619.09 
602.74 
377.13 
151.22 
1.17 
2845.71 
172.45 
167.89 
52.52 
21.06 
0.16 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.9565 
A General Linear Model procedure with conversion as dependent 
variable was used. 
DF = Degree of freedom, 
SS = Sum of the squares, and 
F = 
A'A ' 
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Figure 5. Conversion of chlorine as a function of water flow rate 
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Integral Analysis of Reactor Data 
The calculated equilibrium conversion ranged from 23.51 to 89.6 
percent at reaction conditions. On comparison of experimental con­
version with these values (see Table 5), most results obtained at 777 
and 879°K are less than 50% of the equilibrium values. But, this is 
not true for the results obtained at 983°K. It seems likely that the 
conversions at 777°K ari& 879°K are not affected by the reverse reac­
tion, whereas, the results obtained at 983°K may have been influenced 
by the reverse reaction. The impact of this is discussed later. For 
the integral analysis, only the forward reaction was considered and 
only the lower temperature data were used. 
The volume of the reactor V, and the volumetric flow rate of the 
reactants are known from the experimental conditions. The space-time, 
(T = V/VG), was calculated for each experimental run. The reactant flow 
rates (volumetric and molar), mole fraction in the feed stream, initial 
concentration of the reactants, and the molar feed ratios at feed condi­
tions with space-time are shown in Table 8. Example calculations are 
done in Appendix B. The product concentrations were calculated using 
Equations (25) through (28), and are reported in Table 9. 
Various combinations of order of reaction with respect to chlorine 
(of = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0), and with respect to water (p = 0.0, 
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) were used in the integral form of the design 
equation. Equation (53) was integrated numerically using Simpson's 
rule. Regression analysis was used to test the correlation between 
space-time T, and integral I. Among 25 possible models, the following 
Table 8. Reactant flow rates, mole fraction and concentrations with space-time^ 
Expt. 
# (cc/min) 
^AC "^BO 
(gmole?min) (gniole?min) (gmole/1) (gmole/1) 
103 10- 103 10-
B 
Space-time 
T 
(sec) 
1 202.5 0.666 0.334 2.115 1.061 10.444 5.240 0.502 19.03 
2 270.9 0.750 0.250 3.188 1.061 11.767 3.916 0.333 14.23 
3 331.9 0.796 0.204 4.145 1.061 12.487 3.197 0.256 11.61 
4 270.2 0.499 0.501 2.115 2.122 7.828 7.856 1.003 14.27 
5 338.6 0.700 0.400 3.188 2.122 9.416 6.268 0.666 11.38 
6 399.6 0.661 0.339 4.145 2.122 10.373 5.311 0.512 9.65 
7 405.5 0.333 0.667 2.115 4.244 5.216 10.468 2.007 9.51 
8 473.9 0.429 0.571 3.188 4.244 6.728 8.956 1.331 8.13 
9 534.9 0.494 0.506 4.145 4.244 7.749 7.935 1.024 7.21 
10 229.1 0.666 0.334 2.115 1.061 9.232 4.632 0.502 16.83 
11 306.5 0.750 0.250 3.188 1.061 10.402 3.462 0.333 12.57 
12 375.5 0.796 0.204 4.145 1.061 11.038 2.826 0.256 10.26 
13 305.6 0.499 0.501 2.115 2.122 6.920 6.944 1.003 12.61 
14 383.1 0 600 0.400 3.188 2.122 8.323 5.540 0.666 10.06 
15 450.7 0.661 0.339 4,145 2.122 9.196 4.695 0.512 8.55 
16 458.7 0.333 0.667 2.115 4.244 4.610 9.253 2.007 8.40 
17 536.1 0.429 0.571 3.188 4.244 5.947 7.917 1.331 7.19 
18 605.1 0.494 0.506 4.145 4.244 6.850 7.014 1.024 6.37 
19 256.2 0.666 0.334 2.115 1.061 8.255 4.142 0.502 15.05 
20 342.8 0.750 0.250 3.188 1.061 9.301 3.096 0.333 11.24 
21 420.0 0.796 0.204 4.145 1.061 9.870 2.527 0.256 9.18 
22 341.8 0.499 0.501 2.115 2.122 6.188 6.210 1.003 11.28 
23 428.4 0.600 0.400 3.188 2.122 7.443 4.954 0.666 9.00 
24 505.5 0.661 0.339 4.145 2.122 8.199 4.198 0.512 7.62 
25 513.0 0.333 0.667 2.115 4.244 4.123 8.274 2.007 7.51 
26 599.6 0.429 0.571 3.188 4.244 5.318 7.079 1.331 6.43 
27 676.7 0.494 0.506 4.145 4.244 6.125 6.272 1.024 5.70 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix B, 
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Table 9. Concentration of products^ 
Experiment 
# 
^Af 
(gmole/1) 
103 
CSF 
(gmole/1) 
103 
CCF 
(gmole/1) 
103 
^Df 
(gmole/1) 
103 
1 9.602 4.503 1,263 0.316 
2 10.900 3.207 1.263 0.315 
3 11.693 2.571 1.135 0.284 
4 7.060 7.087 1.230 0.307 
5 8.664 5.573 1.157 0.289 
6 9.649 4.674 1.089 0.272 
7 4.612 9.777 1.035 0.259 
8 6.103 8.295 1.028 0.257 
9 7.249 7.433 0.802 0.200 
10 6.946 2.631 3.430 0.857 
11 8.193 1.655 3.212 0.803 
12 9.174 1.357 2.667 0.667 
13 5.096 5.118 2.920 0.730 
14 6.342 3.712 3,047 0.762 
15 7.309 3,050 2.836 0.709 
16 3.431 7.904 2.023 0.506 
17 4.597 6.488 2.223 0.556 
18 5.378 5.535 2.361 0.590 
19 5.014 1.304 4.863 1,216 
20 6.313 0.651 4,346 1.087 
21 7.176 0.403 3.854 0.964 
22 3.329 3.349 4.575 1,144 
23 4.462 2.204 4.585 1.146 
24 5.211 1.573 4.490 1.123 
25 2.044 5,898 3.564 0.891 
26 2.979 4.604 3.851 0.963 
27 3.608 3.743 4.037 1.009 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix D. 
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showed a slightly better correlation. They are; 
Model 2 - r^ = = 0.42 
Model 3 - r^ = = 0.29 
Model 7 - r^ = = 0.58 
Model 8 - r^ = = 0.34 
Model 12 - r^ = = 0.77 
Model 13 - r^ = k^C^Cg R^ = 0.43 
3/2 2 
Model 14 - r. = k.c.cf' R = 0,27 
A 1 A B 
Correlation coefficient values at 879°K did not vary significantly from 
those at 777°K. 
The equilibrium constant was evaluated using Equation (70), and 
the values are: 
Kg(777) = 3.8587 
Kg (879) = 6.3054 
Kg(983) = 9.4118 
Based on stoichiometry, a model was developed using the reverse reac­
tion. This model was subjected to analysis for the data at 983°K, where 
the value of Kg(983) was used to replace the backward reaction rate 
constant, k The resulting equation when treated by the integral 
analysis was found to be Inconsistent with the data. 
It is, therefore, concluded that the rate law representing the 
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reverse Deacon reaction is not elementary in nature. It is a complex 
expression consisting of reactant concentrations, and possibly product 
concentrations. The integral approach is particularly helpful to 
determine the specific reaction rates at different temperatures when 
the rate law at one temperature is known. It is thus decided to use the 
differential approach, where an approximate rate expression can be 
developed. And when such an expression is known, the rate expression 
will be subjected to verification by the integral approach. 
Differential Analysis of Reactor Data 
A rate law can be synthesized from experimental data, provided 
the rate is known at various initial compositions. The differential 
rates are obtained by plotting conversion against V/v^ (reciprocal of 
space-velocity). Generally, the slope of this curve is equal to the 
differential reaction rate at conditions corresponding to the reactants. 
The conversion versus V/v curve was obtained from a series of runs in 
o 
the integral reactor. The reaction temperature in this experimental 
work was held constant at 879°K, which corresponds to the middle level 
of the experimental work designed for the integral analysis. These data 
were obtained in three operating modes: (a) varied with constant, 
(b) varied with constant, and (c) at equi-molar flow rates, i.e., 
CAO varied with CBQ constant 
The partial pressure of chlorine was varied and five such values 
were considered: 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 atm. In this case, 
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the partial pressure of water vapor was held constant at 0.8 atm. Helium 
was used as the inert gas to maintain the desired partial pressures. 
The flow rates of chlorine, water vapor and the inert gas are shown in 
Table 10. The values of experimental conversions and the equilibrium 
conversions at reaction conditions are calculated and are reported in 
the same table. It is observed that with low chlorine concentrations 
(i.e., = 0.01 and = 0.8 atm), the theoretical conversion 
approaches 100%. For these experimental conditions, the molar flow 
rates, mole fractions and initial concentrations are shown in Table 11 
along with corresponding space-times. Five values of molar flow 
ratios (6^'s) were used in this experimental work, and Figure 6 repre­
sents five conversion versus space-time plots. Slopes of these curves 
at various space-times were determined graphically. At corresponding 
space-times the product concentrations were calculated by use of 
Equations (25) through (28). The value of experimental conversion 
was either read from Figure 6 or was obtained from Table 10. A sample 
procedure to evaluate rate and corresponding product concentrations 
is shown in Appendix D. This procedure was applicable to all five 
curves and the results are shown in Table 12. All five curves were 
considered for space-time equal to 4.03 seconds, 2.02 seconds, and 1.01 
seconds. But only one curve (i.e., 0^ = 80) was considered for other 
space-times as reported in Table 12. This represents a slower rate 
than others. It is evident from this table that the value of 
does not change appreciably; hence, it could be considered constant. 
Once the rate and product concentrations are known for one space-
time, the rate is plotted against on log-log graph paper. This 
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Table 10. Experimental and equilibrium conversion^ 
Expt. 
# 
Water vapor 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Chlorine 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Inert gas 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Experimental 
conversion 
(%) 
Equilibrium 
conversion 
(%) 
28 102.40 25.64 0.0 32.04 94.55 
29 256.00 64.11 0.0 29.94 94.55 
30 512.00 128.22 0.0 24.45 94.55 
31 1024.00 256.44 0.0 16.75 94.55 
32 102.40 19.23 19.17 27.28 96.49 
33 256.00 48.08 47.93 24.43 96.49 
34 512.00 96.16 95.86 20.05 96.49 
35 1024.00 192.32 191.72 14.25 96.49 
36 102.40 12.82 38.33 22.73 98.12 
37 256.00 32.08 95.91 18.56 98.12 
38 512.00 64.16 191.82 13.75 98.12 
39 1024.00 128.32 383.65 9.01 98.12 
40 102.40 6.41 57.49 18.02 99.35 
41 256.00 16.03 143.75 12.13 99.35 
42 512.00 32.06 287.50 7.15 99.35 
43 1024.00 64.12 575.00 3.66 99.35 
44 102.40 1.28 72.83 6.25 99.94 
45 256.00 3.21 182.11 2.93 99.94 
46 512.00 6.42 364.22 1.51 99.94 
47 1024.00 12.84 728.44 0.63 99.94 
^Observations are made keeping constant, and varying 
at different space-times. 
^At 294°K and 1 atm. 
Table 11. Reactant flow rates, mole fraction and concentrations with 
space-time® 
Expt. 
# 
V ^ 
(cc?min) 
^Ao ^Bo ^lo 
^Ao 
(gmole/min) 
10 3 
FBO 
(gmole/min) 
10 3 
28 382.82 0.2 0.8 0.0 1.06 4.25 
29 957.06 0.2 0.8 0.0 2.65 10.61 
30 1914.13 0.2 0.8 0.0 5.29 21.06 
31 3828.27 0.2 0.8 0.0 10.58 42.33 
32 382.82 0.15 0.8 0.05 0.7963 4.25 
33 957.06 0.15 0.8 0.05 1.99 10.61 
34 1914.13 0.15 0.8 0.05 3.97 21.16 
35 3828.27 0.15 0.8 0.05 7.94 42.33 
36 382.82 0.10 0.8 0.10 0.534 4.25 
37 957.06 0.10 0.8 0.10 1.33 10.61 
38 1914.13 0.10 0.8 0.10 2.65 21.16 
39 3828.27 0.10 0.8 0.10 5.29 42.33 
40 382.82 0.05 0.8 0.15 0.264 4.25 
41 957.06 0.05 0.8 0.15 0.66 10.61 
42 1914.13 0.05 0.8 0.15 1.32 21.16 
43 3828.27 0.05 0.8 0.15 2.65 42.33 
44 382.82 0.01 0.8 0.19 0.0536 4.25 
45 957.06 0.01 0.8 0.19 0.13 10.61 
46 1914.13 0.01 0.8 0.19 0.26 21.16 
47 3828.27 0.01 0.8 0.19 0.53 42.33 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix D. 
^Experiment #32 and #36 were repeated with oxygen as diluent 
in place of helium. 
^At reaction temperature and 1 atm. 
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FI C. Cg^ Space-time 
(gmole/mln) (gmole/l) (gmole/l) T 
103 103 103 e (sec) 
0.0 2.77 11.09 4.0 10.07 
0.0 2.77 11.09 4.0 4.03 
0.0 2.77 11.09 4.0 2.02 
0.0 2.77 11.09 4.0 1.01 
0.265 2.08 11.09 5.33 10.07 
0.66 2.08 11.09 5.33 4.03 
1.32 2.08 11.09 5.33 2.02 
2.65 2.08 11.09 5.33 1.01 
0.531 1.39 11.09 8.0 10.07 
1.33 1.39 11.09 8.0 4.03 
2.65 1.39 11.09 8.0 2.02 
5.29 1.39 11.09 8.0 1.01 
0.796 0.69 11.09 16.00 10.07 
1.99 0.69 11.09 16.0 4.03 
3.97 0.69 11.09 16.0 2.02 
7.94 0.69 11.09 16.0 1.01 
1.008 0.14 11.09 80.0 10.07 
2.52 0.14 11.09 80.0 4.03 
5.03 0.14 11.09 80.0 2.02 
10.05 0.14 11.09 80.0 1.01 
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Q B 
Table 12. Reaction rate and concentration of products ' 
Rate CA Cg Cc Co 
Space-time (gmole/l/sec) (gmole/1) (gmole/1) (gmole/1) (gmole/1) 
(sec) 103 103 103 103 103 
4.03 0.0646 1.89 9.96 1.61 0.40 
4.03 0.0420 1.54 10.39 1.00 0.25 
4.03 0.0267 1.12 10.73 0.51 0.13 
4.03 0.0109 0.61 10.97 0.17 0.042 
4.03 0.000875 0.13 11.06 0.008 0.002 
2.02 0.1346 2.04 10.16 1.32 0.33 
2.02 0.0846 1.64 10.52 0.82 0.21 
2.02 0.0491 1.19 10.83 0.43 0.09 
2.02 0.0202 0.64 11.02 0.10 0.025 
2.02 0.001085 0.13 11.07 0.005 0.001 
1.01 0.3049 2.27 10.45 0.91 0.23 
1.01 0.1716 1.76 10.68 0.59 0.15 
1.01 0.0869 1.26 10.92 0.25 0.06 
1.01 0.0246 0.67 11.06 0.05 0.0126 
1.01 0.00126 0.13 11.08 0.0018 0.00044 
3.0 0.00095 0.137 11.065 0.00602 0.0015 
6.0 0.00087 0.134 11.029 0.0117 0.00293 
8.0 0.00087 0.132 11.021 0.0144 0.0036 
10.0 0.000865 0.131 11.018 0.01738 0.00435 
^Rate of disappearance of chlorine is considered as rate. 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix D. 
^At space-time 3.0, 6.0, 8.0 and 10.0 seconds, only one X-T plot 
was considered corresponding to 8_ = 80.0, y. = 0.01, C. = 0.14 x 
103 enole/l. B Ao Ad 
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relationship is shown in Figure 7, where a straight line gives the 
best fit. The slope of these lines is 1.92, or approximately 2.0. 
Therefore, it was concluded that the rate is second order with respect 
to chlorine concentration when is held constant, i.e., 
- FA « CF (88) 
From the results of Table 12, a similar plot between the rate and 
resulted in a straight line relationship with a slope of 1. This plot 
is shown in Figure 8. It is to be noted that in this case the concentra­
tion of chlorine was allowed to vary while that of water was held 
constant. However, for further analysis and verification, we will 
consider that the rate of dissociation of chlorine is first order with 
respect to hydrogen chloride concentration; 
- a Cg (89) 
CBO varied with C^Q constant 
In this case, the partial pressure of chlorine was held constant at 
0.8 atm, while that of water vapor was allowed to vary from 0.2 to 0.01 
atm. Table 13 shows the detailed experimental conditions along with 
measured conversions. Equilibrium conversions are reported for compari­
son purposes. The molar flow rates, mole fractions, and inlet reactant 
conditions were calculated in a similar manner to that described earlier 
and are listed in Table 14. Figure 9 shows the results as obtained in 
this experimental work. Four molar flow ratios were considered in 
this case. In Part (a), the calculated space-times were the same for 
each molar flow ratio. They were changed by changing the volumetric 
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Table 13. Experimental and equilibrium conversions^ 
Expt. 
# 
Water vapor 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Chlorine 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Inert gas 
flow rate 
(cc/min) 
Experimental 
conversion 
(%) 
Equilibrium 
conversion 
(%) 
48 10.24 41.04 0.0 14.751 23.64 
49 25.60 102.56 0.0 10,952 23.64 
50 51.20 181.34 0.0 7.801 23.64 
51 10.24 54.71 3.42 10.902 18.09 
52 25.60 136.77 8.55 8.403 18.09 
53 51.20 241.91 15.11 4.106 18.09 
54 10.24 82.07 10.24 9.202 12.27 
55 25.60 205.15 25.60 6.103 12.27 
56 51.20 362.67 51.20 2.850 12.27 
57 10.24 164.14 30.78 5.204 7.21 
58 25.60 410.30 76.93 2.903 7.21 
59 51.20 725.35 136.00 1.296 7.21 
60 10.24 819.20 194.56 1.170 1.81 
^Observations are made keeping constant, and varying Cg^ 
at different space-times. 
^At 294OK and 1 atm. 
Table 14. Reactant flow rates, mole fraction and concentrations with 
space-time®»^ 
Expt. 
# (cc?min) 
^Ao ^Bo M
 O 
(gmole^min) 
10 3 
(gmole^min) 
103 
48 153.32 0.8 0.20 0.0 1.7 0.43 
49 383.52 0.8 0.20 0.0 4.25 1.06 
50 695.74 0.8 0.20 0.0 7.72 1.93 
51 204.48 0.8 0.15 0.05 2.28 0.43 
52 511.19 0.8 0.15 0.05 5.67 1.06 
53 1529.52 0.8 0.15 0.05 16.96 3.18 
54 306.63 0.8 0.10 0.10 3.40 0.43 
55 766.28 0.8 0.10 0.10 8.50 1.06 
56 1529.52 0.8 0.10 0.10 16.96 2.12 
57 613.76 0.8 0.05 0.15 6.81 0.43 
58 1529.52 0.8 0.05 0.15 17.02 1.06 
59 7272.45 0.8 0.05 0.15 80.66 5.04 
60 3061.55 0.8 0.01 0.19 33.96 0.42 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix D. 
^Experiment #51 and #54 were repeated with oxygen as diluent in 
place of helium. 
^At reaction temperature and 1 atm. 
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Flo CBO Space-time 
(gmole/mln) (gmole/l) (gmole/l) T 
103 103 103 6g (sec) 
0.0 11.09 2.77 0.25 25.14 
0.0 11.09 2.77 0.25 10.06 
0.0 11.09 2.77 0.25 5.54 
0.14 11.09 2.08 0.1875 18.85 
0.35 11.09 2.08 0.1875 7.54 
1.06 11.09 2.08 0.1875 2.52 
0.43 11.09 1.39 0.125 12.57 
1.06 11.09 1.39 0.125 5.03 
2.12 11.09 1.39 0.125 2.52 
1.28 11.09 0.69 0.0625 6.28 
3.19 11.09 0.69 0.0625 2.52 
15.12 11.09 0.69 0.0625 0.53 
8.06 11.09 0.14 0.0125 1.26 
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flow rates. But this is not the case for the present situation. The 
injection to the steam vaporizer was operated in a fixed gear system; 
therefore, it was difficult to have a flexible water flow rate to the 
system. Instead, chlorine flow rates were adjusted for a fixed water 
flow rate to maintain the desired partial pressures. This resulted in 
different space-times for each molar flow ratio. However, this ad­
justment did not affect the results, as the intermediate conditions 
were obtained either by interpolation or were read from the graph. 
Figure 9 was used for determining slopes at observed points. The 
rates for various initial concentrations were calculated and the 
resulting values were plotted against space-time. This relationship 
is shown in Figure 10, and this figure was used for interpolation to 
find rate at desired space-time for various 8^'s. Four such space-
times, such as 10.5, 8.0, 6.0, and 4.0 seconds were chosen, and the 
rates at these space-times were obtained from Figure 10. The values 
are shown in Table 15. The fractional conversions for the corresponding 
space-times were read from Figure 9. By use of Equations (25) through 
(28), the product concentrations were calculated, and they are shown 
in Table 15 against rate. (See Appendix D for detailed calculation 
procedure.) 
From Table 15, it could be observed that the value of did not 
change appreciably; but a substantial change in Cg is obtained. The 
calculated rate was then plotted against Cg on log-log axis as shown 
in Figure 11. The slope of these lines was measured. It is evident 
from this figure that the slope has changed its magnitude from 1 to 
0.5 with respect to low to high concentration of water Cg. From the 
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Table 15. Reaction rate and concentration of products^'^ 
Rate Cg Cg Cj) 
(gmole/(l)(sec)) (gmole/1) (gmole/l) (gmole/l) (gmole/1) 
10 3 103 10 3 103 10 3 
Space-time = 10.5 sec 
0.110 9.437 1.474 2.361 0.590 
0.078 9.461 0.829 2.327 0.582 
0.045 9.798 0.417 1.846 0.462 
0.002 10.166 0.016 1.321 0.330 
0.00108 10.910 0.0088 0.258 0.065 
Space-time =8.0 sec 
0.116 9.622 1.619 2.098 0.524 
0.089 9.782 1.075 1.869 0.467 
0.058 9.933 0.519 1.653 0.413 
0.0102 10.190 0.038 1.281 0.322 
0.0055 10.920 0.0188 0.238 0.060 
Space-time = 6.0 sec 
0.122 9.849 1.797 1.773 0.443 
0.104 9.976 1.224 1.592 0.398 
0.073 10.083 0.631 1.439 0.360 
0.033 10.310 0.122 1.115 0.279 
Space-time =4.0 sec 
0.143 10.133 2.021 1.367 0.342 
0.1245 10.235 1.423 1.221 0.305 
0.096 10.310 0.800 1.115 0.279 
0.060 10.467 0.237 0.890 0.223 
^Rate of disappearance of chlorine is considered as rate. 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix D. 
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information presented in Figure 11, we find that at low concentrations 
of water vapor, the reaction rate is first order with respect to water 
vapor concentrations, i.e., 
- RA A CG (90) 
and at relatively high concentrations of water vapor, the reaction rate 
is half order with respect to water vapor concentration, i.e., 
- 'A " (91) 
We would like to find a rate law that is consistent with the 
reaction rate data at both high and low water vapor concentrations. 
When the above two equations are combined into the form: 
• 
1/2 
for condition 1; atlowCg, kj^Cg «1 Equation (92) reduces to 
- A CG (90) 
1/2 
for condition 2; at high Cg, k^Cg » 1 Equation (92) reduces to 
- 'A ' (91) 
A similar plot on log-lot scale between the rate and is shown 
in Figure 12. There is no definite conclusion from this figure. The 
slopes were measured to be 2.0 for space-times 4 and 6 seconds. At the 
same time they were found to be nonlinear for the remaining two space-
times . 
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Equi-molar flow rates 
The concentrations of the reactants were held constant with 
8g = 1 for this experimental work. The partial pressure for each 
reactant was at 0.5 atm. No inert gas was used in the system. Eight 
experiments (Experiment #63 through #70) are presented in Table 16 with 
their reaction conditions. The observed conversion values along with the 
equilibrium conversions are also shown in this table. The detailed 
flow conditions along with their space-times are reported in Table 17. 
Figure 13 shows the relationship between space-time and conversion for 
equi-molar flow conditions; and this curve was used for determination 
of rate and corresponding product concentrations. The computed values 
are listed in Table 18. In this experimental work and were 
held constant for each run, as required to determine the effects of the 
product concentrations on rate. A plot of rate versus is shown in 
Figure 14. From this log-log plot, it is observed that the rate of 
conversion of chlorine decreases with increasing HCl concentration in a 
nonlinear manner. It is believed that when no HCl is present in the 
system, the rate is independent of hydrogen chloride concentration; 
therefore, it has been represented by the dotted line in Figure 14. 
One rate expression in which the concentration dependence of HCl is 
consistent with the experimental observation is: 
" ^A ^ Tc^tVTT (93) 
In the above discussions, the effect of oxygen concentration on rate 
was not considered. This is because it was found a small amount of 
oxygen was present in the products with little or no variation in its 
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Table 16. Experimental and equilibrium conversions^ 
Water vapor Chlorine Experimental Equilibrium 
Expt. flow rate flow rate conversion convers ion 
(cc/min) (cc/min) (%) (%) 
63 9.05 9.05 31.02 67.10 
64 10.24 10.24 30.50 67.10 
65 22.87 22.87 28.12 67.10 
66 51.12 51.12 20.98 67.10 
67 56.00 56.00 20.01 67.10 
68 90.79 90.79 17.85 67.10 
69 102.32 102.32 15.92 67.10 
70 226.17 226.17 10.62 67.10 
^Observations are made at equi-molar flow rates. 
^At 294°K and 1 atm. 
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Table 17. Reactant flow rates, mole fraction, and concentrations 
with space-time^ 
Expt. 
# 
b 
Vq 
(cc/min) 
^Ao 
^AD 
(gmole/min) 
10 3 
^Ao 
(gmole/1) 
103 
Space-time 
T 
(sec) 
63 54.12 0.5 0.38 6.93 71.22 
64 61.23 0.5 0.42 6.93 62.95 
65 136.78 0.5 0.94 6.93 28.52 
66 306.15 0.5 2.12 6.93 12.59 
67 334.87 0.5 2.32 6.93 11.51 
68 542.87 0.5 3.76 6.93 7.10 
69 611.81 0.5 4.24 6.93 6.30 
70 1352.42 0.5 9.37 6.93 2.85 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix D. 
^At reaction temperature and 1 atm. 
Figure 13. Space-time vs. conversion at equi-molar flow rate 
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Table 18. Reaction rate and concentration of products^'^ 
Expt. 
# 
Rate 
(gmole/(1)(sec)) 
10 3 
CA 
(gmole/1) 
103 
CB , 
(gmole/1) 
103 
CC*, 
(gmole/1) 
103 
CD 
(gmole/1) 
10 3 
63 0.00447 4.44 4.44 3.99 1.00 
64 0.0055 4.48 4.48 3.93 0.98 
65 0.0144 4.66 4.66 3.64 0.91 
66 0.0465 5.20 5.20 2.76 0.69 
67 0.0522 5.28 5.28 2.64 0.66 
68 0.0618 5.45 5.45 2.37 0.59 
69 0.075 5.61 5.61 2.12 0.53 
70 0.17464 6.03 6.03 1.44 0.36 
^Rate of disappearance of chlorine is considered as rate. 
^Sample calculation procedure is shown in Appendix D. 
c -3 
Equilibrium hydrogen chloride concentration is 7.98 x 10 
gmole/liter. 
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concentration. In addition to this. Experiments #51, 54, 32 and 36 
were conducted with oxygen as a diluent instead of helium. These 
experiments were done independently in addition to original experi­
ments with inert gas helium. The conversion data were unchanged 
when oxygen replaced helium; hence, the results were not reported inde­
pendently. From these observations, we conclude that the forward rate 
is independent of oxygen concentration. 
Synthesis of Rate Law 
The concentration dependence of species A, B and C in the rate ex­
pressions are, respectively; 
(1) - a (from Figure 7) (88) 
^IS (2) - r. a rrr (from Figure 11) (92) 
[ ] + 
(3) - ^ j. ^ (from Figure 14) (93) 
Equations (88), (92), and (93) are combined to give 
Also, we arrive at the following conclusions from Figures 8 and 12, 
respectively: 
- TA A C(, (89) 
- or Cç or " (95) 
Considering the above relationship, we approximate the following 
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rate expressions: 
Model 102 - r. = ^ (96) 
1 + KIC^/Z/CG 
KIC^C 
Model 103 - r. = , (97) 
1 + KLCL/2/C2 
Model 104 - r. = (98) 
1  +  V I S  
Model 105 - r. = " ( 9 9 )  
1 4- kiCl/2 
Model 106 - r^ = k^C^Cg/C^ (100) 
Model 107 - (101) 
Model 105 was Included arbitrarily where no effect of was assumed on 
the rate. Data obtained do not cover this assumption. Model 106 and 
107 are the limiting conditions of Model 101 (Equation (94)), as dis­
cussed earlier. The rate laws are qualitatively consistent with the 
experimental observations. A rearrangement can be made for these 
expressions in the form 
y = mx + c (102) 
Equation (94) can be rewritten as: 
which represents an equation of a straight line with slope of (k^/k^), 
2 
and intercept of (l/k^), when - r^C^ (call it XlOl) is plotted as 
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1/2 
a function of Cg /C^ (call it XlOl). A similar rearrangement can be 
done for Equations (96) through (99). The values of Y's and X's were 
computed and the following results were obtained when a regression 
analysis was made to determine the correlation between Y and X: 
Model 101 = 0.972 
Model 102 = 0.025 
Model 103 R^ = 0.016 
Model 104 R^ = 0.534 
Model 105 R^ = 0.002 
This analysis suggests that Model 101 is consistent with the 
experimental observations. Computed values of YlOl and XlOl are plotted 
in Figure 15. From regression analysis, the parameters were determined 
as: 
Intercept = 0.987 ± 0.24 Slope = 0.00184 + 0.00005 
which resulted in: 
reaction rate constant, = 1.0132 liter/gmole/sec, and 
k| = 0.00186 (gmole/liter)^^^ 
From the above analysis, we conclude that the reverse Deacon reaction 
is approximately represented by 
1.0132 C^C 
- (104) 
Cg + 0.00186 
Equation (104) is consistent with the observed data obtained at 606OC, 
and there is no effect of the reverse reaction. 
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Verification of Rate Law by Integral Method 
Equation (94) was used for verification of consistency with the 
observed data obtained for integral analysis at 6O6OC (Experiments 
#10 through #18). In this equation, the product concentrations C^, 
Cg, and were replaced by Equations (25), (26), and (27), 
respectively. The value of the constant was taken as 0.00186 (gmole/ 
1/2 liter) in the rate expression. The resulting integral form of the 
design equation is; 
, L / 2 \ L / 2  
T = 
K d 
"AO(^ - V I 
1 + 'A^A I 
(^APD - V 2 
dX 
 ^ + ®A^A 
^AO<^B - VI 
1 + VA I 
A 
(105) 
Let 1606 represent the integral in the above equation, then we write 
1606 = K^T (106) 
which indicates a linear relationship between 1606 and T. Simpson's 
rule was used to evaluate the integrals. They are shown against 
their corresponding space-time in Table 19. A regression analysis 
gave the following results: 
= 0.88 
= 1.111 + 0.029 
Figure 16 represents the relationship between space-time and the value 
of the integral. The slope of the curve, xAiich is equal to the reaction 
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Table 19. Value of integrals and corresponding space-times^ 
Temperature 504°C Temperature 606°C 
Space-time 
(sec) 
1504 Average 1504 Space-time 
(sec) 
1606 Average 1606 
19.034 
19.034 
19.034 
1.242 
1.171 
0.801 
1.059 
16.825 
16.825 
16.825 
19.403 
18.220 
17.145 
18.245 
14.226 
14.226 
14.226 
1.094 
1.111 
1.132 
1.112 
12.575 
12.575 
12.575 
19.425 
18.792 
14.434 
17.425 
11.612 
11.612 
11.612 
1.105 
0.729 
1.115 
0.974 
10.264 
10.264 
10.264 
10.922 
11.524 
13.556 
11.967 
14.267 
14.267 
14.267 
1.303 
1.264 
1.146 
1.236 
12.612 
12.612 
12.612 
14.708 
14.086 
12.765 
13.830 
11.383 
11.383 
11.383 
0.851 
0.842 
1.084 
0.922 
10.062 
10.062 
10.062 
11.074 
13.979 
13.433 
13.149 
9.646 
9.646 
9.646 
0.646 
1.063 
0.675 
0.783 
8.551 
8.551 
8.551 
10.747 
10.832 
10.025 
10.530 
9.506 
9.506 
9.506 
1.714 
1.698 
1.378 
1.592 
8.403 
8.403 
8.403 
11.885 
12.758 
7.156 
10.368 
8.133 
8.133 
8.133 
1.073 
1.076 
1.017 
1.055 
7.189 
7.189 
7.189 
7.269 
8.721 
9.490 
8.460 
7.206 
7.206 
7.206 
0.481 
0.514 
0.625 
0.546 
6.369 
6.369 
6.369 
8.346 
7.401 
8.522 
8.075 
^Values of 1504 and 1606 were obtained numerically. 
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rate constant at 606^0 was found to agree with the results as obtained 
In the differential method. 
Therefore, the rate law as obtained by the differential method 
fits the data reasonably by the Integral method. Equation (105) was 
used In a similar manner for the data obtained at 504°C and at 710OC. 
The Integrals were evaluated numerically, and the values are reported 
in Table 19 (for data at 504°C, i.e., 1504), and in Table 20 (for data 
at 710°C, i.e., 1710). Figures 17 and 18 show their dependency on 
space-time, respectively. The results obtained from regression are 
summarized as: 
at 504°C = 0.92 slope, kj^ = 0.0754 + 0.0033 
at 710°C = 0.73 slope, kj^ = 7.866 + 0.40 
Effects of reverse reaction 
In order to determine the effect of the reverse reaction at yiO^C, 
the following rate expression based on stoichlometry was used to repre­
sent the reverse reaction: 
- r^(reverse) = - (107) 
Equation (107) was used along with the forward reaction for the 
Integral analysis. The resulting overall expression was integrated, 
and the values are shown in Table 20. These values indicate that 
there is no effect of this reverse reaction on overall rate. The 
following models representing the reverse reaction were also chosen: 
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Table 20. Value of integrals and corresponding space-times 
With forward reaction at 710°C^ With reverse reaction at 710°C^ 
Space-time 1710 Average Space-time 1710 Average 
(sec) 1710 (sec) 1710 
15.045 
15.045 
15.045 
11.245 
11.245 
11.245 
9.178 
9.178 
9.178 
11.277 
11.277 
11.277 
8.998 
8.998 
8.998 
7.624 
7.624 
7.624 
7.514 
7.514 
7.514 
6.429 
6.429 
6.429 
5.696 
5.696 
5.696 
90.382 
94.370 
131.267 
142.169 
66.670 
82.899 
88.567 
50.411 
122.001 
94.259 
90.401 
89.861 
80.740 
75.938 
75.938 
86.435 
57.851 
79.842 
87.306 
93.519 
74.964 
64.410 
77.821 
51.004 
42.503 
68.899 
69.260 
103.383 
91.389 
80.058 
91.488 
77.508 
73.740 
85.364 
63.577 
58.933 
15.045 
15.045 
15.045 
11.245 
11.245 
11.245 
9.178 
9.178 
9.178 
11.277 
11.277 
11.277 
8.998 
8.998 
8.998 
7.624 
7.624 
7.624 
7.514 
7.514 
7.514 
6.429 
6.429 
6.429 
5.696 
5.696 
5.696 
90.382 
94.369 
131.267 
142.168 
66.670 
82.899 
88.569 
50.411 
122.000 
94.256 
90.400 
89.860 
80.739 
75.937 
75.937 
86.435 
57.850 
79.841 
87.305 
93.518 
74.963 
64.410 
77.820 
51.003 
42.502 
68.898 
69.259 
103.382 
91,388 
80.057 
91.487 
77.508 
73.739 
85.363 
63.576 
58.933 
^Values of 1710 were obtained numerically. 
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1/2 
- (reverse) = - k_^Cg 
2 
- r^(reverse) = - k 
(108) 
- r^(reverse) = - k 
1/2 
- r^(reverse) = - k 
Integration results were identical in each of these cases with that 
obtained without any reverse reaction. Therefore, these expressions do 
not have any impact on rate at this temperature. Considering these 
analyses, we conclude that the reverse reaction is negligible at the 
operating conditions of this experimental work. 
Arrhenius Plot 
The specific reaction rate is usually a function of the temperature 
of the reaction mixture. The temperature dependence of the reaction 
rate constants Is usually correlated by the Arrhenius equation (79): 
kj^(T) = A^ exp (- E^/RT) (109) 
vAiere, A^ = frequency factor 
2 
= Activation Energy = RT (—^—) 
R = gas constant 
T = absolute temperature. 
Equation (109) can be written in logarithmic form as: 
In k, = In A - (E /R)(l/T) (110) i O a 
which Is the equation of a straight line with a slope of - E^/R, and 
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an intercept of In A^. In Figure 19 the reciprocal of the absolute 
temperature is plotted against In on semilogarithmic coordinates. 
The parameters obtained frrai this plot are: 
slope = - 17264.9 ± 536.15 
intercept = 19.6723 + 0.618 
These results are reported on the basis of a least-mean-square fit, 
and the values of the reaction rate constants as obtained earlier 
were used in this analysis. The values of energy of activation and 
the frequency factor were calculated from these results and they 
are: 
Energy of activation = 34.3 +1.06 K-cal/gmole 
g 
Frequency factor = 3.5 x 10 liter/gmole/second 
Equation (109) correlates well the specific rate constant with 
the temperature (50). It is usually believed that the activation 
energy must be greater than the enthalpy of change AH, for the reac­
tion. This is particularly true for the endothermic reactions (79). 
In Appendix E, the values of AH for the reverse Deacon reaction at the 
reaction temperature have been reported. These computed results con­
firm that the overall heat of reaction is less than the activation 
energy, obtained from experimental observations. 
In the collision theory, the frequency factor is treated as a 
collision rate, and is defined as (from kinetic theory of gaseous 
molecules): 
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2 ^ 1/2 
Ao = a^CSHRT (111) 
where, o^g = effective diameter of A plus B upon collision, cm 
M = molecular weight 
R = gas constant = k^N^, product of Boltzman's constant 
and Avogadro's number, erg/^K/gmole 
= 8.3 X 10^ ergs/°K/gmole. 
Upon substitution of the above values in Equation (111) at 879°K, 
we obtain: 
-8 3 
A^ = 0.0683 X 10 cm /molecule/second 
To convert this result to the usual units of liter/gmole/sec, it should 
23 be multiplied by Avogadro's number, 6.02 x 10 molecule/mole, and 
divided by 1000 cm^/liter: 
Thus, A^ = 4.112 X 10^^ liter/gmole/second 
The collision theory has been found to give results in good agree­
ment with many other experimental data for simple reactions, but for 
reactions involving more complex intermediates, the experimental 
values are usually much less than the theory predicts (79). On comparison 
with the experimental value of A^, it is evident that the measured value 
is several orders of magnitude less, thus indicating a complexity of 
the reactant molecules for the reverse Deacon reaction. Also, this 
suggests that only a small fraction of all collisions result in 
reaction, and only those collisions that involve energies in excess 
of a given minimum lead to reaction. The collision theory results 
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may be used to estimate the upper bound to the expected rate of reac­
tion. 
In activated complex theory, the essential postulate is that an 
activated complex (or transition state) is formed from the reactants, 
and the complex subsequently decomposes to the products. This theory 
suggests that is the enthalpy change for formation of the activated 
complex from the reactants. In order to determine the magnitude of this 
value, we need to know its structure. Since it is not possible to 
determine the structure of the activated complex from this experimental 
work, we cannot make use of activated theory complex. 
Mechanism of the Reverse Deacon Reaction 
The kinetics of nonelementary reactions can be explained by 
postulating a series of elementary reactions that would occur in the 
process. But the intermediates formed cannot be measured or identified. 
To test the postulated series of reactions, it is necessary to check 
that the predicted kinetic expression corresponds to the experimental 
data. From the rate law, i.e.. Equation (94), it is evident that two 
chlorine molecules combine with water vapor. They are believed to 
form the activated complex, and this may be postulated to happen with 
the mechanism: chlorine cmnbines with water vapor to form HOCl, 
which is unstable in nature, and is susceptible to react with another 
chlorine molecule to form the complex. The activated complex decom­
poses to give radicals v^ich carry the chain in the following way: 
(1) CI g + HgO ^  HOCl + HCl 
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(2) HOCl + Clg -» OClg + HCl 
(3) OCl^ -» Cl* + CCI* 
(4) Cl* + HgO -> HCl + OH* 
(5) OCl* + HgO HCl + HOg 
(6) HO* + OH* ^ Og + H^O 
It is also believed that the first reaction is in pseudo-equilibrium 
state, and the rate controlling step is reaction (2). This suggests 
that the spontaneous decomposition of the activated complex is slow 
with reference to other reactions. Considering these assumptions, 
the following rate law can be formulated; 
K K "=01 CG O 
- ' ÏT -tr 
Equation (112) represents one of the two limiting conditions where 
concentration of water vapor is negligible compared to that of hydrogen 
chloride, and therefore, the mechanism involved correspond to 
reactions (1) through (6) as stated above. In the second limiting 
case, when the concentration of water vapor is high, or little or no 
hydrogen chloride is present in the process, the rate controlling step 
is different than the one discussed here, and possibly a change in 
mechanism is evident. Further study is needed to establish this. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
(1) The rate expression was developed from the experimental 
data in this investigation, and was subjected to verification by both 
integral and differential approach. An attempt was made to verify the 
parameters with the results from theory. Since the structure of the 
activated complex cannot be verified, the entropy of activation AS#, 
or the energy of activation AH# cannot be determined from theory. Only 
a knowledge of the energies of all possible intermediates will allow 
prediction of the dominant path and its corresponding rate expression. 
The theoretical predictions will help find the form and give us a 
better understanding of chemical structure. However, the theoretical 
predictions rarely match experiment by a factor of two, and there­
fore, for engineering design, this kind of information should not 
be relied on; and experimentally found rates should be used in all 
cases. 
(2) The mechanism of the reaction as stated in this work does not 
cover the total range of the experimental work. Hence, further effort 
to postulate the mechanism should be made which will be consistent 
with the experimentally obtained expression. 
(3) Three reaction temperatures and one pressure were used in 
this investigation. In order to make the derived rate expression ap­
plicable to a wider range of conditions, it is required to verify the 
expression at different pressures selecting a few other temperatures. 
(4) The endothermic reverse Deacon reaction needs a very high 
Il l  
temperature. A large amount of separation work is also required in 
the process. These difficulties have generated interest in finding 
alternate reactions, such as the hydrolysis of MgCl^: 
MgClg + H^O ^  MgO + 2HC1, 
and MgO + Gl^ ^  MgCl^ + 0^ 
to substitute for the reverse Deacon reaction in the thermochemical 
cycles for production of hydrogen. The sum of the above two reactions 
is the reverse Deacon reaction, which can each be operated at a 
relatively low temperature. Hence, efforts must be made to evaluate 
these reactions and other similar reactions along with the reverse 
Deacon reaction on the basis of economics. 
(5) A catalyst is required in order to secure a practical reac­
tion rate at a temperature corresponding to favorable equilibrium 
conditions. It should be possible to use a catalyst in the reverse 
Deacon process to permit operation at a lower reaction temperature. 
Attempts have been made by Jones (53) to assess two types of com­
mercial Girdler catalysts consisting of chromic oxide on activated 
alumina for the Deacon process at 325, 340, and 355°C. References 
(71) and (72) discuss some aspect of use of catalysts in the reverse 
Deacon process. Also, reference (24) suggests cupric chloride CuClg, 
which is deposited on inert porous carrier (such as broken firebrick, 
or the like, forming an active contact mass) for manufacturing chlorine 
by oxidation of hydrogen chloride. An extensive literature search 
for a particular catalyst v^ich will withstand the necessary reaction 
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temperature would be needed. For this purpose, the prospects of using 
a vertical reactor should also be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A. 
PARTIAL LIST OF THERMOCHEMICAL CYCLES WHICH 
USE THE REVERSE DEACON REACTION 
(1) DeBeni, Mark 3 (26) 
Elements Temperature 
V, CI 1073% 
443OK 
873OK 
473OK 
(2) Dovner (28) 
Elements Temperature 
V, CI 9730K 
2980K 
9730K 
2980K 
(3) Hickman (47) 
Elements Temperature 
Ta, Cl 1300OK 
Cycle 
Clg + HgO 2HC1 + 2 Og 
2VOCI2 + 2HC1 2VOCI2 + Hg 
4V0Clg 2VOCI2 + 2V0C1^ 
2VOCI2 2V0C1^ + Clg 
Cycle 
Clg + H^O -» 2HC1 + ^ Og 
2VCI2 + 2HC1 -» 2VClg + Hg 
4VCI2 -* 2VC1^ + 2VCI2 
2VC1^ -» 2VCI2 + Clg 
Cycle 
Clg + H^O -» 2HC1 + ^  Og 
2TaCl2 + 2HC1 -> 2TaCl2 + Hg 
2TaCl2 -» 2TaCl2 + Cl^ 
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(4) Hardy, Mark 4 (46) 
Elements Temperature 
S, Cl 1073OK 
IO73OK 
373OK 
6930K 
(5) Dovner (28) 
Elements Temperature 
Hg, CI 
(6) Dovner (28) 
Elements Temperature 
Fe, CI IOOQOK 
(7) Hickman (47) 
Elements Temperature 
Fe, CI IIOQOK 
Cycle 
HgO + Clg 2HC1 + I 0^ 
H^S ^ S + Hg 
S + HCl + 2FeCl2 -> H^S + 2FeCl2 
2FeCl2 ^ 2FeCl2 + Cl^ 
Cycle 
HgO + Clg 2HC1 + I 0^ 
2HgCl + 2HC1 2HgCl2 + H^ 
2HgCl2 -> 2HgCl + CI2 
Cycle 
HgO + Clg -» 2HC1 + I Og 
2FeCl2 + 2HC1 -> 2FeCl3 + Hg 
ZFeClg 2FeCl2 + Cl^ 
Cycle 
®2° ^^2 2 °2 
SFeClg + 4H2O ^  Fe^O^ + 6HC1 + H2 
Fe^O^ + 8HC1 ^  FeCl2 + ZfeCl^ + 48^0 
2FeCl2 2FeCl2 + CI2 
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(8) De Beni (26) 
Elements Temperature 
Fe, Cl IO730K 
9230K 
623°K 
423OK 
693OK 
(9) Hickman (47) 
Elements Temperature 
Cu, Cl 9730K 
473OK 
8730K 
(10) De Beni (26) 
Elements Temperature 
Cr, Cl 1073% 
(Cu, Fe) 443OK 
973OK 
4230K 
7730K 
(11) Hickman (47) 
Elements Temperature 
Bi, Cl 
Cycle 
3/2CI2 + 3/2H2O ^ 3HC1 +.3/4O2 
SFeClg + 4HgO ^ FegO^ + 6HC1 4- Hg 
Fe^O^ + I/4O2 -» S/ZFegOg 
S/ZFegOg + 9HC1 -* 3FeCl2 + 
SFeCl^ SFeClg + S/aClg 
Cycle 
Clg + HgO -> 2HC1 + I/2O2 
2CUCI2 + 2HC1 -* 2CUCI2 + Hg 
2CUCI2 2CuCl + CI2 
Cycle 
Clg + H2O -» 2HC1 + I/2O2 
2CrCl2 + 2HC1 ^  2CrCl2 + H2 
2CrCl2 + 2FeCl2 -> 2CrCl2 + 2FeCl2 
2FeCl2 + 2CuCl -* 2FeCl2 + 2CUCI2 
2CUCI2 -» 2CuCl 4- Cl2 
Cycle 
Clg + HgO -» 2HC1 + I/2O2 
2BiCl2 + 2HC1 -> ZBiClg + H2 
2BiCl2 -» ZBiClg + CI2 
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(12) Dovner (28) 
Elements Temperature 
Cr, Cl IIOQOK 
(Fe) 
(13) Knoche (57) 
Elements Temperature 
Cr, CI 973OK 
(14) Knoche (57) 
Elements Temperature 
Fe, CI 1300OK 
6OOOK 
700OK 
1300°K 
6OOOK 
(15) Chao (18) 
Elements Temperature 
CI 9730K 
IO73OK 
Cycle 
CI2 + HgO -> 2HC1 + I/2O2 
ZCrClg + 2HC1 -» 2CrCl3 + 
ZCrClg + 2FeCl2 ^ 2CrCl2 + 2FeCl2 
2FeCl2 2FeCl2 + Clg 
Cycle 
Clg + HgO -» 2HC1 + I/2O2 
2HC1 + 2CrCl2 -> 2CrCl2 + 
2CrCl2 -» 2CrCl2 + CI2 
Cycle 
3FeCl2 + 3^2 6HC1 + 3Fe 
3Fe + 4H2O -» Fe^O^ + 4H2 
H2O + CI2 2HC1 + I/2O2 
I/2CI2 + Fe^ O^  + 8HC1 -» 3/2Fe2Clg + 48^ 0 
3/2Fe20g -» 3FeCl2 + 3/2CI2 
Cycle 
H2O + CI2 -> 2HC1 + I/2O2 
2HC1 H2 + CI2 
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APPENDIX B. 
SAMPLE CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR INTEGRAL REACTOR DATA 
Flow Rate of Reactants at Reaction Temperature for Experiment #3 
Reaction temperature = 7770K 
Operating pressure = 1 atm 
Gas constant = 0.08206 atm-liter/gmole/OK 
MW of water vapor = 18 gm/graole 
MW of chlorine = 71 gm/gmole 
Room temperature = 2940K 
Flow rate of water 
at RT and 1 atm = 0.0191 cc/min 
= 0.0191 gm/min 
Flow rate of water 
vapor at 777°K and 1 atm = Vg^ = nRT/P 
= (0.08206) atm liter 
gmole °K (7770K) (• 
0.0191v gmole 1 
18 min atm 
= 0.06766 liter/min = 67.66 cc/min 
Flow rate of chlorine 
at 7770K and 1 atm = v^^ = (Pv^/T)(T^^/P^^) 
rxn rxn 
= (100)(777/294) = 264.29 cc/min 
Total flow rate of the reactants = v = v. + v„ 
O AO CO 
= 264.29 + 67.66 = 331.95 cc/min 
Hence, = 264.29*^^67.66 = 
~ 264.29 + 67.66 
Pao = (total pressure) = 0.796 atm 
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^Bo ~ ^ Bo (total pressure) = 0.204 atm 
Cao = PAo/RT = 0.796/777/0.08206 
= 0.0124842 gmole/liter 
Cgo = Pg^/RT = 0.204/777/0.08206 
= 0.0031967 gmole/liter 
Fao = ^Ao^o ~ 0*004145 graole/min 
F_ = C V = 0.001061 gmole/min 
DO DO O 
h -
T = V/v = 64.25/331.95 min = 11.61 sees, 
o 
Calculation of Experimental Conversion of Chlorine for Experiment #3A 
Average weight of pure chlorine 
peaks as found by calibration = 0.1180958 gm 
Average weight of pure oxygen peaks 
as found by calibration = 0.0159292 gm 
Average weight of chlorine peaks 
as found by experiment = 0.117434 gm 
Average weight of oxygen peaks 
as found by experiment = 0.000409 gm 
„ , . _ wt of chlorine peaks as found by experiments 
o c or ne - of pure chlorine peaks at same conditions 
= 99.44 
7 o en = of oxygen peaks as found by experiments 
oxygen - pure oxygen peaks at same conditions 
= 2.57 
Each time a sample of 0.25 ml of chlorine was injected into the 
chromatograph, hence the amount of chlorine in the effluent stream: 
= (0.25)(0.9944) = 0.2486 ml 
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and amount of pure oxygen in the effluent stream: 
= (0.25)(0.0257) = 0.006425 ml 
Total amount of effluent gas = 0.2486 + 0.006425 = 0.2550 ml. 
Hence, in the effluent stream, 
% chlorine = 0.2486/0.2550 = 97.48 
% oxygen = 0.006425/0.2550 = 2.52 
The reverse Deacon reaction proceeding in the forward direction is: 
Clg + HgO -» 2HC1 + ^  Og 
Let the flow rate of chlorine be gmole/min, and let x gmole of 
chlorine be converted in the course of reaction during steady state. 
For each gmole of chlorine 1/2 gmole of oxygen will be produced. 
Therefore, for x gmole of chlorine x/2 gmole of oxygen will be 
produced. Then, in the effluent gas (F^^ - x) gmole of chlorine will 
go to the vent per minute along with other products. The water 
scrubber in the set up will absorb water vapor and hydrogen chloride. 
The remaining gas will consist of unreacted chlorine and oxygen. The 
total effluent will be (x/2 + F^^ - x) gmole per minute. In the 
effluent stream, 
% of oxygen - ^ -'x/2 (1°°) " 
and % of chlorine» -^2^^ . (100)% 
For Experiment #3A, 
0-025: = -''x/2 0-9748 = 
Given that F^^ = 0.004145 gmole/min 
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Solving for x from either of these equations, we find, 
X = 0.000203934 
Then, the fractional conversion is given by, 
h ' 
which has been reported in Table 4. 
Calculation of Equilibrium Conversion 
Using Equation (70), the value of equilibrium constant at 777°K 
was found to be; 
K^(777) = 3.858713238 
for Experiment #3, 
y^^ = 0.796 and 0^ = 0.256. 
Equation (69) with these values can be solved either numerically or 
by trial-and-error for equilibrium conversion X^, 
X = 0.23505 or 23.50% 
e 
but, X. = 4.92% 
Conversion as % of equilibrium conversion = (X^/X^)(100) 
= 19.65% 
Calculation of Reynold's Number 
y^^ = 0.796, y^^ = 0.204, MW(chlorine) = 71, MW(water) = 18 
Average MW of gas mixture = MW 
avg 
= (0.796)(71) + (0.204)(18) = 60.188 
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MW P 
Density of gas mixture, = (o!o8206H777) 
= 0.94379 gm/liter 
The critical properties of chlorine and water vapor are (50); 
T (steam) = 647°K T (chlorine) = 4170K 
c c 
P^(steam) = 217.7 atm (chlorine) = 76.1 atm 
H^(steam) = 495 jxpoise (chioritte) = 420 ppoise 
T^(average) = (0.796)(417) + (0.204)(647) = 463.92°% 
P^(average) = (0.796)(76.1) + (0.204)(217.7) = 104.99 atm 
(average) = (0.796) (420) + (0.204) (495) = 435.3 jxpoise 
Tr = I/Tg = 506/463.92 = 1.6749 
Pr = P/Pg = 1/104.99 = 0.009525 
The value of corresponding to the values of and P^ are read from 
the chart (51) and they are found to be: 
10.^  = 0.74 
Hence, n = = (0.74)(435.3) = 322.122 tipoise 
diameter of the reactor tube = 0.4 cm 
flow rate of reactants v = 331.95 cc/min 
o 
u = 44.0486 cm/min 
Reynold's number = D up /n = (0.4)(44.0486)(0.94397) 
® (322.122)(10"^)(1000) 
= 51.633 
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APPENDIX C 
CALCULATION OF DISPERSION NUMBER 
Helium gas at the rate of 1000 ml/minute flowed through the 
reactor in one of the experiments. One-hundred ml of air was injected 
in the helium flow as a pulse input. The response was recorded as 
sharp peaks by the recorder. The response peaks are shown in 
Figure 20. The height of the peaks was considered to vary directly 
with the concentrations. The measured heights were tabulated against 
time for each observation, and the mean value was calculated for 
determining the variance and dispersion number as shown in Table 21. 
Table 21. Time and concentration data from stimulus response experiment 
6 
(sec) 
Concentration C'(6) 
(cm) 
Mean value of 
concentration, C(0) 
(cm) 
0 .0  0 .0  0.00 
4.6875 
4.0 
4.2 
4.1 
4.10 
9.375 
10.7 
10.8 
10.9 
10.8 
14.0675 
3.45 
3.50 
3.55 
3.5 
0 . 0  0.0  0 .0  
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V = 1000 CC/min 
u  =  1 3 2  . 7  c m / s e c  
10.8cm 10.7 cm 10.9 cm 
Figure 20. Response peaks as obtained in stimulus response experiment 
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volumetric flow rate of helium, v^ = 1000.0 ml/min 
o 1 
linear velocity of helium, u = 1000.0 (cm /min) r—r 
(TT/4)(0.4)  CM'^ 
= 7961.8 cm/min 
= 132.7 cm/sec 
Earlier in the theory section, the mean holding time and RTD are 
defined as: 
0'  = 0/t,  E(0)  = C'(0)/ I C'(0)d0 / '0
The values of the integrals were calculated by use of Simpson's rule, 
and they are: 
I C'(0)d0 = 81.25, 
^0 
! 0^E(9)d0 = 84.0583 '0 
T = I 0E(9)d0 = 9.16 seconds 
*0 
Table 22. Concentration and residence time distribution 
0 C'(0) 
(sec) (cm) E(0) 0' E(e') 
0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  
4.6875 4.10 0.0505 0.5117 0.4623 
9.375 10.80 0.1329 1.0235 1.2177 
14.0675 3.5 0.0431 1.5357 0.3946 
18.75 0.0 0.0 2.0469 0.0 
\ 
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In Table 22, the residence time distribution with the corresponding 
concentration is shown in dimensionless form. From this table, the 
values of the variance and dispersion number are calculated as 
follows : 
= I 0^E(e)d0 - 0.1527 
*0 
Qq = or^/T^ = 0.1527/(9.16)^ = 0.0018199 
D^/uL = 0^/2 = 0.0009097 = 0.00091 
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APPENDIX. D. 
SAMPLE CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR DIFFERENTIAL REACTOR DATA 
Flow Rate of Reactants at Reaction Temperature for Experiment #55 
Reaction temperature = 8790K 
Operating pressure = 1 atm 
Gas constant = 0.08206 atra-liter/gmole/°K 
Room temperature = 294 K 
Flow rate of water 
at RT and 1 atm = 0.0191 cc/min 
= 0.0191 gm/mi'n 
Flow rate of chlorine 
at RT and 1 atm = 205.15 cc/min 
Flow rate of inert 
at RT and 1 atm = 25.60 cc/min 
V, = nRT/P = (0.08206)(879)(0.0191/18) liter/min DO 
= 76.54 cc/min 
v^o = (205.15)(879/294) = 613.36 cc/min 
= (25.6)(879/294) = 76.54 cc/min 
Total flow rate of the reactants = v = v. + v,, + v^. 
o Ao Bo lo 
= 76.54 + 613.36 + 76.54 = 766.44 cc/min 
Hence, mole fractions are: 
= 613.36/766.44 = 0.8 and P^^ = 0.8 
= 76.54/766.44 = 0.1 and P^^ = 0.1 
= 76.54/766.44 = 0.1 and P^^ =0.1 
and the corresponding concentrations are: 
Cao = P^^/RT = 0.8/(0.08206)(879) = 11.09 x lO"^ gmole/1 
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Cgo = Pgg/RT = 0.1/(0.08206)(879) = 1.39 x lO"^ gmole/l 
Cio = Pj^/RT = 0.1/(0.08206)(879) = 1.39 x lO"^ gmole/l 
Therefore, the molar flow rates can be calculated as: 
= 11.09 X 10 ^  X 0.76644 = 8.5 x 10 ^ gmole/min 
F„ = C_ V = 1.39 X 10 ^  X 0.76644 = 1.06 x 10 ^  gmole/min 
DO i50 O 
F_ = C_ V = 1.39 X 10 ^  X 0.76644 = 1.06 x 10 ^ gmole/min 10 10 o 
and the molar flow ratio, 
®B " ^Bo^^Ao " I'OG * 10"3/8.5 x lO"^ = 0.125 
Space-time T = V/v^ = 64.25 x 60/766.644 = 5.03 seconds 
These values are reported in Table 14 against Experiment #55. 
Calculation of Experimental Conversion for Experiment #55 
Average weight of pure chlorine 
peaks as found by calibration = 0.1965 gm 
Average weight of pure oxygen 
peaks as found by calibration = 0.02602 gm 
Average weight of pure nitrogen 
peaks as found by calibration = 0.02186 gm 
In this experiment, the partial pressures of the reactants were 
calculated to be = 0.8 atm, Pg^ =0.1 atm and P^^ = 0.1 atm. 
Hydrogen chloride and water vapor were absorbed in the scrubber before 
entering the gas chromatograph. Chlorine was diluted by introduction 
of the inert gas in the feed stream. It was necessary to consider 
this dilution effect on peaks obtained for the chlorine gas. Sup­
pose chlorine was introduced with inert to the reactor and there 
was no chemical reaction. Then, the partial pressures of the gases 
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entering the chroraatograph would be as follows: 
0 8 
partial pressure of oxygen = g g + g % atm = 0.8889 atm 
and partial pressure of inert = ^ g atm = 0.1111 atm 
The chlorine peaks (with inerts) would result in 88.89% of the pure 
peaks (witho t inerts). Considering this effect on resultant peaks, 
average weight of pure chlorine peaks (with inerts) would be taken 
as: 
0.1965 X 0.8889 = 0.17467 gm 
However, there was no effect on oxygen peaks, since oxygen was produced 
during the course of the reaction. 
Average weight of chlorine peaks 
as obtained by experimentation = 0.16982 gm 
Average weight of oxygen peaks 
as obtained by experimentation = 0.000823 gm 
„ , . _ wt. of chlorine peaks as obtained bv experimentation 
o c or ne - wt. of pure chlorine peaks at same conditions 
= 97.223% 
„ _ wt. of oxygen peaks as obtained bv experimentation 
o oxygen - of pure oxygen peaks at same conditions 
= 3.163% 
When reaction occurs, the total mole of the effluent gas per minute 
is (x/2 + - x) gmole; where x is the amount of chlorine converted. 
And for each x mole of chlorine conversion, x/2 mole of oxygen is 
produced. Thus: 
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% of .oxygen - , 
F. - X 
and % of chlorine = 
x/2 + Fa, - X 
The composition of the effluent gas was determined earlier, and when 
substituted in the above equations, we obtain per minute; 
X = 0.00051875 gmole for F^^ = 0.0085 gmole 
Therefore, the fractional conversion as percent of chlorine flow rate 
is: 
\ " x/FAo " 6.103% 
Determinations of Rate of Reaction and Product Concentrations 
In this sample calculation procedure, Experiment #'s 54, 55 and 
56 are considered for which, 
^Ao = 0.8, yg^ = 0.1 and = 0.1 
®B " 0-125 
= 11.09 X 10 ^  gmole/1 and Cg^ = 1.39 x 10 ^  gmole/l 
But the space-times and the molar flow rates are different in each 
case. The fractional conversion and space-times for each experiment 
were calculated by the methods as described earlier. The computed 
values are shown in Tables 13 and 14, respectively. In Figure 9, their 
relationship is shown along with the results for other molar flow 
ratios. The plot of space-time versus conversion for 3g = 0.125 is 
redrawn in Figure 21. Experimental results of Experiment #55 correspond 
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O 
^g=O.I25 
# 54 XA = 7.68% 
T = 8.0 seconds 
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Figure 21. Determination of slopes when is kept constant 
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to point b in this figure (i.e., for T = 5.03 seconds and = 6.103%). 
A tangent dbef passing through point b is drawn, the slope of which 
corresponds to the rate. The slope is calculated as follows: 
fp = Ay = 0.132 
pe = Ax = 18.2 sec 
slope = (Ay/Ax)g^ = 0.0072527 per second 
Therefore, 
^ = 0.0072527 sec"^ dT 
Hence, " " ^Ao ^  " 11.09 x lO"^ x 0.00072527 
= 0.0804 gmole/liter/second 
Similarly, the rate of reaction at point a and c could be determined, 
and the procedure can be extended to other T versus curves for 
Qg = 0.0675, 0g = 0.1875, and 9^ = 0.25. The results obtained by this 
graphical procedure have been summarized in Table 23. 
Table 23. Space-time and rate of reaction 
II 0.25 0.1875 0.125 II 0.0675 
Space-
time 
Rate 
103 
Space-
time 
Rate 
103 
Space-
time 
Rate 
103 
Space-
time 
Rate 
103 
T 
(sec) 
T 
(sec) 
T 
(sec) 
T 
(sec) 
25.14 
10.06 
5.54 
0.073 
0.112 
0.123 
18.85 
7.54 
2.52 
0.060 
0.085 
0.1468 
12.57 
5.03 
2.52 
0.0387 
0.0804 
0.2294 
6.28 
2.52 
0.53 
0.026 
0.0895 
0.1327 
These results are used in plotting the rate of reaction versus space-
time as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10 was used for interpolation. 
At space-time T = 10.5, 8.0, 6.0 and 4.0 seconds, the rate of 
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reaction for each Og was read from this figure, and the corresponding 
conversion values were read from Figure 9; these values are shown in 
Table 24. 
Table 24. Interpolated value of rate of react ion with corresponding 
space-time 
0.25 e, = o. 1875 ®B = 0,125 
o
 
II 0675 
T Rate XA Rate Rate % Rate XA 
(sec) 103 (%) 103 (%) 103 (%) 103 (%) 
10.5 0.110 11.12 0.078 9.83 0.045 8.26 0.002 6.32 
8.0 0.116 10.95 0.089 8.72 0.058 7.39 0.0102 5.63 
6.0 0.112 8.61 0.104 7.68 0.073 6.66 0.033 5.132 
4.0 0.143 6.10 0.1245 5.91 0.096 5.13 0.060 4.08 
Let us consider space-time = 6.0 seconds, and 9g = 0.1875 for which 
the rate of reaction is 0.058 gmole/liter/second, and conversion 
is 7.68%. Using Equations (25), (26), (27), and (28), we obtain 
the following product concentrations; 
<=A - -i'f(Ô.5Ho!8)"(o°i°68)' -
= "•f(g.5Kl»(o!o?68r° = 1-G53 1°'' Snols/liter 
S • "i°' (0.5)k8?(0.Ô768?"° - S»ole/liter 
The procedure was repeated for all space-times and all 6^ 
values. The computed product concentrations at various space-times 
along with corresponding rates of reaction are shown in Table 15. 
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APPENDIX E. 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
The thermodynamic values for the reaction, 
Clg +  H^O -» 2HC1 +  I  0^ 
are reported in Table 25. The values of AG, AH, and AS 
for each product and reactant were obtained from reference (52). 
By use of Newton's interpolation formula, specific heat, free 
energy, enthalpy and entropy at each reaction temperature were 
determined, and the final values for the reverse Deacon reaction 
were computed for the stoichiometry as written. 
Table 25. Thermodynamic data for the reverse Deacon reaction 
Reaction Specific Free 
temperature heat energy Enthalpy Entropy 
T Cp AG AH AS 
(°K) (cal/gmole/°K) (K-cal/gmole) (K-cal/gmole) (cal/gmole/OR) 
777 0.484 - 1.556 14.164 16.03 
879 0.460 - 0.006 14.215 16.10 
983 0.443 + 2.072 14.259 16.23 
